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(i) 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this investigation was to develop an under-
carriage design technique to minimise aircraft response while 
taxying without causing deterioration of the landing response. 
Following a brief review of the available literature a 
detailed analysis is made of a general, three-dimensional, 
multi-degree-of-freedom, mathematical model which allows 
fully for friction, stictLa~ and non-linear damping in 
various components of the undercarriage. Provision is also 
made for undercarriage bogie action, aerodynamic forces on 
the aircraft and tyre forces. 
An optimisation procedure is proposed with maximum stress 
and fatigue of the aircraft structure and passenger or pilot 
ride as constraint parameters. 
Results are presented for typical aircraft to show the 
applicability of the mathematical model and suggestions made 
for simplifications in it, in order to reduce computation 
time. Suggestions are also made for future work. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Despite the considerable research effort expended on the 
title subject, as evidenced by the available literature 
(refs. 1 -37) there does not appear to exist a proven 
computational procedure which incorporates three dimen-
sional behaviour of aircraft, in its rigid body, and 
elastic modes, as it traverses an asymmetric determinis-
tic runway profile; together with adequate allowance of 
the non-linearities known to be present and important. 
The purpose of the present s~udy is to remedy this 
deficiency and to suggest an optimization procedure 
which takes account of the landing, and taxying perform-
ance, as these affect the strudture, crew, and payload; 
particularly passengers. 
This thesis comprises a number of chapters which discuss 
the subject matter and provide results. A supplementary 
Report Number TT 75 R 02 (published by the Department of 
Transport Technology, Loughborough University of Technology) 
contains all the Appendices referenced in this thesis, 
which are necessary to provide a more detailed description 
. 
and analytic derivation. For brevity, the Report number 
TT 75 R 02 is omitted from the text when appendices are 
cited. Thus, Chapter 2 contains a brief review of the 
literature and this is amplified in Appendix 1, which 
gives a comprehensive review of all previous work related 
to suspension design, and analysis, plus the effect of 
vibration on man. Chapter 3 describes the mathematical 
model which includes: all non-linearities arising from 
the undercarriage system, aerodynamics, fatigue and 
rotations; plus pilot and passenger characteristics. 
Detailed derivations of the equations presented, are 
given in Appendices 2, 3 and 4. Chapter 4 discusses the 
merits of stochastic and deterministic solutions followed 
by Chapter 5 describing methods of solution of the final 
equations supplemented by Appendix 5. The organisation 
and description of the digital computer programme solving 
the dynamic problem is presented in Chapter 6 supple-
mented by Appendices 6, 7 and 8 containing the small 
- 2 -
perturbation model, computer flow diagrams and programme 
listings respectively. Chapter 7 describes the simplifi-
cations of the dynamic equations to the simple three 
dimensionql and two dimensional symmetric cases. Limit-
ations of the reduction to the two dimensional symmetric 
case conclude Chapter 7. Results to various cases are 
discussed in Chapter 8 followed by the proposal of a 
hybrid computer solution in Chapter 9. Conclusions 
and recommendations are contained in Chapter 10. 
- 3 -
2. REVIE~I OF THE LITERATURE 
Considerable research into aircraft taxying dynamic studies 
has been completed assuming the runway profile to be defined 
by its "Power Spectral Density" (P.S.D.) and the entire 
process to be considered as a stationary random process 
(e.g. Refs. 1 - 3). However it is known that such dynamic 
analyses are not able to allow fufly for the various kinds 
of non-linearities (e.g. stic.tLon.,.friction, damping) and, 
hence, recourse is also made in the. literature to "deterministic" 
studies in which the governing non-linear differential equations 
of motion are solved at discrete intervals of time (step-by-
step method) for which the absolute runway profile(s) is 
known. (e.g. Refs. 8 - 11; 13 - 16; 18; 23; 26; 27) 
Ref. 21 extended the concept of statistical analysis of the 
taxi problem and used a filtered white noise generator to 
produce the runway profile (as did Ref. 22 later). Both 
"measured" and "generated" runway profiles were recorded on 
magnetic tape and their P.S.D's compared; these showed 
good agreement. Because the undercarriages had non-linear 
suspension characteristics taxi behaviour was computed on 
an analogue computer representing various non-linearities 
of the undercarriage but ignoring the effects of horizontal 
wheel motions and forces; or the variation of friction with 
stroke. Results were limited to the two-dimensional symmetric 
(T.D.S.) case though it was stated that the addition of roll 
motions (T.D.S.R.) and the anti-symmetric components could 
be important. 
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Results of the study were favourable with the generated 
profile giving marginally worse results than the measured 
profile. Ref. 1 extended the work of Ref. 19 and considered 
a deterministic method of analysis and a statistical P.S.D. 
method. The former method included up to 15 aircraft 
flexural modes and modelled the undercarriage units as in 
Ref. 21. The results of this study showed that the root mean 
square (r.m.s.) acceleration response at the pilots station 
would be twice as severe on the proposed s.s.T. configuration 
compared to that of the Boeing 707. It was concluded that, 
in general, deterministic analyses must be used particularly 
for discrete disturbances such as individual bumps, runway 
intersections, etc. 
There is now a considerable amount of runway profile data 
suitable for deterministic studies, (Refs. 1-3, 18-21; 23; 24; 26 -
31). Deterministic analyses of response in Ref. 3 show that 
results depend upon: 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
the starting position down the runway. 
forward velocity. 
level of forward acceleration. 
These confirm that aircraft undercarriage dynamic studies 
cannot in general be represented by a stationary random 
process. 
There is no definite connection between runway induced vibra-
tion and existing design criteria (32- 36), an approach to 
remedy this was given in reference 37, and discussed in both 
references 3 and 37. 
The strength of runway pavements in conjunction with the 
5 -
aircraft mass determine the number of wheels, tyre size, and 
pressure (38- 44), which are important undercarriage design 
parameters. Further the behaviour of the aircraft depends 
partly upon the forces developed between tyre and ground, 
comprehensively discussed for metalled runways in references 
45 - 49 1 and on rough or semi-prepared surfaces in references 
22' 2 7. 
Measured aircraft responses (3, 23, 26, 30, 50) for metalled 
runways show a peak vertical responses up to 1.6g. For some 
aircraft (30) there is a rough correlation between maximum 
peak acceleration response, and its r.m.s. value. There is 
also some correlation between e.g., and pilot station acceler-
ation response (30, 50). Measured response data for semi-
prepared fields is given in references 22, 31 and SO. 
Suspension research in the motor industry (51 - 59) has simi-
larly developed the complexity of mathematical models. Sus-
pension parameters are usually chosen such that the vehicle 
pitch, roll, and heave motions are uncoupled. Thus most often 
a single wheel system is analysed. However, reference (59) 
presents the complete three dimensional behaviour to a deter-
ministic ground surface. Where active suspensions are dis-
cussed the analysis is limited to a single unit (SO, 52, 56 1 57) 
Effects of vibration on man is discussed in references 60 - 70, 
human tolerance to vibration is expressed in terms of acceler-
ation versus frequency (60- 69). These data have been used 
in an optimization study of a vehicle (58), evaluating passen-
ger comfort versus road holding. Elsewhere (anonymous 
publication) another measure of vibration tolerance, or 
6 -
passenger comfort, is a quadratically weighted sum of acceler-
ation exceedance. (66) 
Due to increased vibration of aircraft during taxi (1 - 3, 
23, 26, 30, 50) it has been estimated (2, 3, 23) that this will 
measureably contribute to their fatigue damage. Methods of 
evaluating fatigue damage from response on measured data are 
discussed in references 71 - 73. 
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3. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The equations of motion of the aircraft are derived 
using the method of Lagrange. The model comprises four basic 
elements. First, a flexible structure represents the aircraft, 
in which the coordinates of any point relative to earth are 
defined by rigid body translation and rotation, plus the dis-
placement of any number of generalised coordinates representlng 
the normal modes of the structure, ref. Fig. 1. 
Second, a telescopic member, which is an undercarriage 
component and is constrained to move along a defined line 
relative to the aircraft rigid body axes. In the following 
analysis the effect of the flexibility of this member is 
included, which is represented by a number of its normal modes, 
ref. Fig. 2. 
Third, a bogie beam, which is assumed completely rigid, 
and its motion, rotation, is defined relative to a set of axes 
placed at the pivot centre of the telescopic member, which are 
parallel to the aircraft rigid body axes, ref. Fig. 3. 
Finally, a wheel, whose coordinates are defined by 
those of the reference point of the telescopic member. If the 
undercarriage includes a bogie beam then the coordinates of a 
wheel are defined relative to the bogie beam axes, ref. Figs 2, 3. 
In developing the equations of motion, full account is 
taken of the friction forces arising at the bearings of the 
- 8 
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undercarriage as also are the non linearities in damping, which 
in general are a function of both axial position and velocity 
of the telescopic member; and the axial force displacement 
characteristics of the telescopic member. 
Generalised forces for the system are obtained by con-
sidering the virtual work of the aerodynamic forces, forces at 
the tyre ground interface, and inte~nal forces of the under-
carriage mechanism. The internal forces in undercarriage units 
apart from those contribut~ng to the strain energy of the 
system are obtained from two sources, those which are a func-
tion of the axial velocity and those which are necessary to 
constrain the motion of the telescopic member. The latter are 
referred to as constraint forces. Appendix 2 shows how systems 
with constraints may be solved us~ng the method of Lagrange 
Multipliers. However, an important result obtained is, if 
"constraint displacements" are chosen in the direction of the 
assumed "constraint forces" then the Lagrange multipliers equal 
the constraint forces. 
The equations of motion of such systems and the value 
of the constraint forces may therefore be obtained by consider-
ing the limit of Lagrange~ equations as the constraint displace-
ments tend to zero. Virtual work of the forces acting on the 
tyre at the tyre/ground interface is considered rather than 
the strain energy contained in the tyre because it is a non 
conservative system ( 45 - 49 ). It is assumed that the forces 
generated between tyre and ground are those corresponding to 
the empirical relations in ref. (47). 
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The components of Lagranges equations are compiled for 
each element of the system and the total finally summed. 
detailed treatment is given in Appendices 3 and 4. 
A more 
3.1. EQUATIONS OF KINETIC ENERGY FOR THE AIRCRAFT 
Any point ~ on the aircraft structure has coordinates. 
••••••••••••• 
( 1) 
ref. Fig. ( 1) 
Hence 
• • 
X. + Low t x, +:D,i) t Lb.~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 2) x. ' 
The Kinetic Energy of the aircraft 
• i • 
x. X· 
L ' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 3) 
V 
where dv is an elemental volume, 
( is the mass density/unit volume, and a 
function of position ~-
The integration taken over the volume v of the air-
craft includes the upper undercarriage structure 
which has no relative motion relative to the air-
craft structure. 
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3.2. KINETIC ENERGY OF THE TELESCOPI~ MEMRER 
The motion of the telescopic member may be represented 
by a number of lateral modes of the telescopic member, and the 
axial displacement. The rotation about W , the axis of the 
telescopic member can be included in the aircraft modal repre-
sentation. Assuming a number of normal modes in the directions 
of the ~ and v axes, these are a function of the distance 
between the bearings and therefore a function of axial displace-
ment ~· • A single rigid body motion in the axial direction 
of ~· is assumed. 
Thus referring to Fig. 4 the telescopic normal modes 
including the axial rigid body mode are defined as 
' s... . .. ~ 
. "' ~VI •••••• (4) 
and generalised displacements 
l" = ~"' 
~--r 
~~~ •••••• (5) 
1vr 
jw 
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The last vector (0, o, 1) of~ represents the rigid body axial 
motion. Fig. 4 also shows the constraint displacements 
' 
of the torque 
' '\ ... ~.\. ' 
link. 
q and the constraint rotation 
\1¥ 
The displacements of the undercarriage lower and upper bearings 
relative to the aircraft rigid body axes are 
x. 
L.l 
••••••• (6) 
and 
= 
• • • • • • • ( 7) 
Assuming that the displacement, due to the aircraft modes over 
the upper part of the undercarriage varies linearly with under-
carriage axial length then 
••••••• (8) 
The relative displacement of the upper bearing to the lower 
bearing is 
••••••• (9) 
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Assume that at the lower bearing there exists a rotation in the 
aircraft reference plane ( x. o 'j ) D'( '\.. due to the aircraft 
modes then the rotation of the telescopic member axes is 
Substituting Equations 6 through 9 in 10 
_1 
m 
T r 0 -~ o 1 .tO\- o_) ~ 
\. ~ 0 0 
+ _A_ f o -A 
M-+~~ ll 0 
0 
0 "1 1~-., -1 .... 
0 • 
'\w- ~·" 
0 
• • • • • • • • ( 10) 
• • • • • • • • ( 11) 
Separate the rotation due to the aircraft flexure, and that due 
to the constraint translations and write 
••••••••• (12) 
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If we include the constraint rotation ~~t (ref. Fig. 5) about 
' . the axis w of the telescopic member, then the rotation vector 
of the undercarriage axes due to aircraft flexure and constraint 
motions becomes { ol<J."'", ~}"'" ) '()cr~ t- 81 cl • Assuming 
these are small quantities then the corresponding direction 
cosines are 
•••••••• (13) 
. 
Thus the coordinates relative to earth of a point ~ on the 
telescopic member are 
• • • • • • • • • ( 14) 
Where 
••••••••• (15) 
- 14.-
is the flexure of the telescopic member from Equations 4 and 5. 
The velocity of a point on the telescopic member is from 
Equation (14) 
XT == Xo+Lwtx+a_~ D~~ -t-(\\1~ \+X~.\~ ~1'\j\\ 
l \ ~-~\ tm1+W o H 
+ L l ~1' t \ ~~~. ~J ~ • 1'\· -l l\o! I.M+~ 
\ 
+ J,_[ ~y '\.5} 1}l 
•••••••• (16) 
and the kinetic energy of the jth telescopic member is 
••••••• (17) 
where the integral is taken over the volume of the body. 
3. 3. THE KINETIC ENERGY OF A BOGIE 
(i) Let the reference point for the bogie beam be the centre 
of the main pivot; 
(ii) Letthe axis of the pivot be normal to the fore and aft plane 
- 15 -
of symmetry of the aircraft. 
Coordinates of the bogie pivot are 
• • • • • • ( 18) 
hence the velocity of the bogie pivot 
. + L ~ t\·'~-~~\ + t. . w t JJ, s~ \~"I (M+t11,.) <>(~1 
I T 
+ ~w 1" Jl~ ~t ~"-e .. 1 .. ~-- a, } 
••••••• (19) 
- 16 -
note t ciYl-J>+ ~ 'P is computed from the column vector 
~~ - I :\·1'!-! 
\ ii\-t in the normal way. 
The d~rection cosines of the bogie beam relative to earth are 
L 
o<:bT 
'T 
L. L.f'\ . .t ,f_, 
" "'h ••••••••• (20) 
where 
[ 'o 
0 
L,b = c.~~~. 
-$'""• l 
s"' c(b Cos<:>< I. ••••••••• (21) 
and the angular velocities about the bogie axes are obtained 
from 
• 
L • • • • • • • • • ( 22) 
"''~.., 
whence the vector of angular velocities is given by 
•••••••• (23) 
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Thus the kinetic energy of a bogie 
I 
+ 2 
•••••• (24) 
N\ - mass of bogie and the associated wheels of the bogie 
I, 
3~, inertia matrix of bogie plus effect of the wheel masses 
and non rotating wheel parts. 
~b coordinates of bogie e.G. from its reference axes. 
3.4. THE KINETIC ENERGY OF A WHEEL 
The direction cosines of a wheel connected to a bogie 
relative to earth are 
• • • • • • ( 25) 
where 
•••••• (26) 
and 
' 
- 18 -
As in Equation (24) the vector of angular velocities in the 
wheel reference axes relative to earth is 
The Kinetic Energy of a wheel is 
I 
w 
1 ,-
= ., WJ 
.... !" ""f 
Note: If a wheel is not joined to a bogie then 
by the unit matrix I, and w"' = ;:; b 
•••••• (27) 
• • • • • • • ( 28) 
1..: b is replaced 
Approximately the translational energy of the wheel is included 
in that of the adjacent element, by placing a point mass at the 
_coordinates of the hub centre, equal to the mass of the rotating 
parts of the wheel. 
3.5. THE STRAIN ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM 
This comprises that existing in 
(a) the aircraft 
(b) the telescopic members 
(c) the bogies 
- 19 -
' . 
(a) ••••••• (29) 
rw ' ,. r, (b) V\_Ti. = F, (~)cl)- +2 "" '\w~ J ~u • • • • • • • ( 3) 0 3j 
<><,,. 
(c) ubj = ) l~ (~) d 1 • • • • • • • ( 31) 
0 hj 
Similarly the Potential Energy of the system is 
for the aircraft 
Jy 
) • • • • • • • • ( 32) 
a telescopic member 
•••••••• (33) 
a bogie 
• • • • • • • • ( 34) 
Note: as in the computation of the kinetic energy, the mass of 
associated wheels with the last two elements is concen-
trated at the wheel centre and included in the above 
- 20 -
potential energy calculation. 
3.6. VIRTUAL WORK OF THE FORCES ACTING ON AND WITHIN 
3.6.1. 
THE SYSTEM 
The Internal Forces Acting Within The System 
These comprise three sources: 
{a) axial forces developed within a telescopic mem-
ber comprise, damping forces which are a func-
tion of the axial position and velocity 
F • ) 
lH ( ~"' > '\ vJ -and friction r . F, arising from 
reactions at the bearings \l"' ;\..,._ ...... etc., 
{ref. Fig. 6) and internal pressures at the 
undercarriage lower bearing seal. 
= (f 
the coefficients of friction ~ I « 
of the axial velocity q • In 
tWL 
stictLovt. is included by writing 
- 21 -
•••••• {35) 
are a function 
this report 
r-- ,u; I 
~wt = o ••••• (36) 
where ks lS the ratio of sticktion to sliding 
friction. Hence the axial force withln a tele-
scopic member due to damping and friction is 
F H -+ ••••• (37) 
(b) a damping torque developed about the bogie pivot 
which is a function of angular position and 
- . 
velocity lt>bl (bl.l.j 1 t>Lbj) • 
(c) "Constraint Forces" acting at the bearing sur-
faces and torque link apex joint of each under-
carriage .•. etc. 
(ref. Fig. 6). 
Thus the Virtual work due to (a) and (b) is 
•••••• 
(38) 
- 22 -
Virtual work of the undercarriage constraints 
_ T . 8<1 . + T.v. ~Q . + TT . bQT . 
LU.l tl.U.\ ... ~ p-Vl U.l ~t.-\.l 
+TT. bqT. + TT Y"...,: <SilT. 
Vc V V• Ll "-' l.t 
• • • • • • ( 39) 
Details of the torque link geometry are given on 
Fig. 6(a) 
3.6.2. The External Forces Acting At The Tyre And Ground 
Interface. 
Considering the Geometry of the tyre and local ground 
surface and referring to Fig. (7), axes X .. YKZk are at 
the centre of the k"- wheel and are parallel and perpendicular 
to the reference axes at earth 'X.>' Z • Axes 
11;. 
also at the k wheel centre are orientated relative to x .. , )""' Zk 
such that dW" lies in the plane X"- 0 Y.,_ , and :x:WI<. lies along 
the wheel axle. A..,.~,:. and o<:wk are the rotations applied 
about zk' and 
with 
4 respectively, to bring about coincidence 
Jw~.:. 
The axes XI(. and :Jet:. are connected through the relation 
• • • • • • ( 40) 
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where 
and 
,{., = 
wk 
0 
0 
l 
0 
The equation of the ground surface may be written as 
z. = ~(;<,y) 
but is more conveniently written in the "contour" form 
z:., = z- c.;cx,y) 
From (40) and (43) we obtain the partial derivatives 
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•••••• (41) 
••••• (42) 
••••• (43) 
a_!., <lX "<J)' "<>Z -~.§{ 
~X.~ ;)")(j< ():c_5k. 'a-"j< ()X 
c]:., 
= 
('))( <J_j ClZ -0-~ 
"~h:: ~gl<. d~~~ d~:JI: ()y 
()~ (ll( 7!'/ <fZ. ~ C)- ;)Lj" 0"51<. o~k ~ 
...... ( 44) 
•••••• (45) 
<><:k"' , 1\e \ , and 1}71 are small by definition as also is 
the camber angle (ref. Fig. 8) 
The direction cosines of the ground surface forming the axis 
system defining the direction of forces acting on the tyre at 
the theoretical centre of ground contact are, assuming small 
angles 
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~~b. -"- I 0 ...... "ds 
()( ) 0 
()X:l~ 
..{ 
-oz., 
oZq a ?c. C>:!'l• 
;lx:j" ()~:b~ A 
• • • • • • ( 46) 
Coordinates of a wheel hub centre for a bogie are 
••••••• (47) 
those of a wheel hub centre on a simple telescopic member are 
obtained by putting Xa.. = o 
w 
(ref. Figs. 2, 3 and 4) 
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For a given tyre, the forces and moments acting at the 
theoretical centre of contact are dependent upon, the deflection 
imposed on the tyre when in contact with the ground, the trans-
lational and rotational velocities existing at the wheel hub 
centre relative to earth. (45- 49)It is assumed that the wheel 
has translational and rotational velocities along and about its 
orthogonal axes ( Xwk , ).,k 1 z.w k) and therefore there exist a 
complementary set of forces and moments. In general a tyre 
behaves as non-conservative system and the tyre vertical force is 
used as the independent variable when describing the tyre char-
acteristics. It is shown,Ref.(45- 49)that the characteristics 
of a tyre when rolling differ from those obtained statically, 
e.g., a tyre possesses a btlet1\a.tu:. motion which may be cast in the 
form of an infinite differential equation. (48) \~hen this is 
combined with the rolling velocity and equations of motion of 
the structure the well known wheel shimmy phenomenon is stated. 
However, these effects are not considered in the report because 
it is assumed that such phenomena will not be present in a sat-
isfactory aircraft design. Alternatively Ref. (47) shows that 
the "vertical" force deflection characteristics are affected by 
the angular velocity of the wheel about the axle, producing 
centrifugal growth and deflections of the theoretical centre of 
contact in both the fore and aft plane and the lateral plane. 
Again these effects are small in relation to that of the verti-
cal tyre deflection. (47) In this report two tyre ground condi-
tions are considered: 
(a) Pure sliding i.e., when all of the tyre ground 
contact patch is moving relative to the ground 
surface. 
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(b) Rolling i.e., 1r1hen some part of the tyre ground 
contact patch is stationary with respect to the 
ground surface. 
When a wheel is rolling there exist within the contact patch 
regions of sliding and pure rolling. (49) 
During the landing phase of an aircraft, when the wheels 
impact the ground the rotational velocity of the wheels LSc 
increased from zero to some value perturbing about that consis-
tent with the forward velocity of the·wheel u if J~k. 
is small. During this period a large variation of skidding 
velocity occurs. The variation of tyre ground coefficient of 
friction vli th wheel forward velocity is shown in Fig. 9 
(Refs. 4 7, 49 ) • To predict the drag forces on tyres the concept 
of slip is used in which the fore and aft forces acting on the 
tyre, are a function of the slip, S • 
Slip S is defined~References 47 and 49 as 
S = (u:f.-w) /w' 
0 • • • • • • ( 48) 
where ~-is the angular velocity of the tyre in the wheel plane, 
and ,-/ . \.VC' ~s that corresponding to the forward velocity of the 
wheel hub. 
The fore and aft force on the tyre at the theoretical centre of 
contact is 
-F 
Tl=s 
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However, such curves ( S 0 ( s) ) , are only true for a given 
constant wheel forward speed v~w~ although they cater for both 
rolling and sliding. 
The concept may be extended as follows: 
let s,V\ be the value of slip for maximum }T(s) Fig. (9) I 5 ) ' then 
this is consistent with zero sliding V~-= o 1 Fig. ( 10). 
Write 
•••••• (49) 
Slip for pure rolling motion may also be expressed in terms of 
the tyre radius, and its deformations: ~ A and SL respec-
' 'l < 
tively 
Ref. 47 
••••• (50) 
The deformation of the tyre A~ may be expressed in terms of its 
corresponding force and stiffness 
i.e • 
• 
• • 
where the vertical tyre deflection of the wheel is given by 
•••••• (52) 
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The velocities of the wheel relative to axes parallel and per-
pendicular to the ground surface at the centre of tyre contact 
are (Pig. 11) 
• • • • • • (53) 
and angular velocities 
••••••• (54) 
giving the velocities over the ground plane parallel and perpend-
icular to the wheel plane ZWk o Y .. "" 
Hence 
• • • • • (55) 
Substituting from (55) in (48) 
••••• (56) 
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if the wheel is sliding and the velocity of 
sliding in the fore and aft plane of the wheel is 
••••• (57) 
The lateral velocity of the centre of tyre contact V gives 
<i """" 
rise to an angle of yaw ~k Fig. (11). 
• •••• (58) 
Similarly sliding laterally is 
vs· lrX.-11( •••••• (59) 
and the resultant velocity of sliding is ref. Fig. (11) 
hence jS , jT ( '{._ ') from 
Fig. (9) and the slip representing the rolling motion of the 
wheel from 
S,, -
' SkO 
••••• (60) 
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Thus the forces acting at the theoretical centre of the tyre con-
tact are 
V = - l.j F "''" 4\ v y.~« "FK I s Ilk 
I Vs~ ... I 
..... 
.- ~ \"TFK. - e-F C.o:;. '-ll~:: • I j nl<. . \ ~s'«- \ 
The moments about the theoretical centre of tyre contact are 
derived in a similar manner. 
(61) 
It is assumed that when the wheel is wholly sliding the 
coefficient of friction over the contact area of the tyre is 
constant. Therefore moments arising about this point are due 
to the displacements of the tyre A .Jk and ' in the fore 
" .. "' 
and aft and lateral planes (Fig. 12); in the radial direction 
(Fig. 13); and the forces • (Fig. 14) 
now F-- /, Ir-K 
K_jl< 
••••• (62) 
which are used to obtain 
= 
0 
- ~2 -
where Cr and C5 are centre of pressure coefficients of the 
tyre (Ref. 4 7). 
The stiffnesses K).~" , K>.x.>:. may be calculated from tyre para-
meters as proposed by (Ref.47 ). 
For 
and 
if 
then F TI'K -
FsFk = 
the wheel is rolling 
2. 
F 
1!=K 
-;cs~o:.) . F,"-
N ( 4' K , v"k) + ';) Zc, F "dx~: nk. 
•••••• (63) 
The moments acting on a wheel for pure rolling are defined in 
(Ref •. 47) however, these do not include the effect of a tractive 
force rr~K and corresponding in-plane wheel deflection; this 
effect is included in the following definition of the moments 
acting at the ground 
F = 
MS To<. 
. 
b 
2 
FM!Ii( = Fll\tl ( lj!i(' ~K) - r-sF~. F.!=.: 
k~~ ...... 
+ r;:-Fk l C.s F,;FK + b , dL \ 
k~·'""- 2 -crx::.,. .. l 
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••••• (64) 
\ 
\ 
Where is the component due to the tyre being 
a toroid of radius b/2 rather than a laminar disc. 
Alternatively if 
••••• (65) 
then 
••••• (66) 
\ \lc;xwl<\ 
The moments acting in this cond~tion are those of Equations (64). 
Data on the effect of braking and side forces on the aligning 
moment are as yet unpublished. 
3.6.3 The Equilibrium Of The Tyre Radial Force And The Forces 
Acting At The Ground 
The inplane tyre force is a function of the inplane tyre 
• 
,displacement bT\< , and also if hysteresis is considered, ~TI< • 
. 
It is written F ( ~ c ) Tk • GTI< • 
The equilibrium of this force in conjunction with the 
forces acting at the tyre ground contact centre refs. 45 - 49 
is, assuming a Z4 I-;, x small Wk 
• F ( c c , F oz..,1 r c)TI<l <)TI<) - n\:: + oX wk • rSF k • • • • • ( 67) 
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The forces and moments acting at a wheel hub centre are 
(Fig. ).2) 
= 
) F" '<~Z..;,( )" • SF I( 
~~k 
~==~ \( 
• • • • ( 68) 
the coordinates of the centre of tyre contact relative to the 
(ref. Fig. 12) 
Hence the moments are 
f""xa.k 
+ C) (;).,.,-5~) fil~ .F"'"'"-
-CJ~-J'~) 
;)()"' 
0 0 
-~'j-5"' 0 0 
••••• (69) 
and the virtual work of forces applied to any wheel is 
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T 
sw = h 
W\( Wk. 
••••• (70) 
Where s:J(_WK t and bD(><k are arbitrary displacements along and 
1\, 
about the axes in the K wheel 
may be obtained from Equation (47) •. 
The arbitrary rotations may be ·obtained by considering 
the angular velocities about the wheel axes. Suppose these are 
Wwlc. then for small arbitrary rotatiOnS s()(Wk. 
lim 
and = 
for a wheel on a bogie from Equation (27) 
= 
1 
• • • • • ( 71) 
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Note: when multiplying through by ~t the derivatives contained 
in this expression become elemental displacements 
.;- ,T c:A.T 
e.g. ot . rp = u'+' hence the required partial 
derivatives with respect to such variables may be obtained. 
3.6.4 The Virtual Work Of The Aerodynamic Forces 
.\\-. 
An elemental displacement of the ~ point in the air-
craft structure is 
••••• (72) 
and therefore the virtual work of forces acting on an elemental 
surface, area 
• 
• • 
= 
= 
SA, , of the aircraft is 
f X( L o, j;, dk 
A 
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• • • • • ( 73) 
3.6.5 The Effect Of Aircraft Thrust 
Using Equation (1) for the thrust positions xe we have 
referring to Fig. (15) 
• • • • • ( 74) 
<><'\. I 0 -o~z )f?Jy D'"cv "l' 
~'V ";)~1:. 0 -V~x ~'\~ 
_ .... l?.y 
. <I;~.< 0 
• • • • ( 75) 
are equivalent modal rotations within }~ 
i.e. 
1'\e = A - '('\" h< 
'(~., 
- """y 
-he <><~. ~ 
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3.7. DERIVATION OF EOUATIONS_QF MOTION 
Summing the energy and virtual work of the system and 
applying Lagrange~ Equations. 
subject to the constraints 
s~~ ='> o 
s~~v' 
~1.Ju.t 
S~ovi 
~q-. 
tiLL 
for ,t = 1, 2 
for all 
Introduce the vector of constraints 
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. ' 
• • • • • ( 76) 
••••• 
. 
\.. 
••••• (77) 
and define 
f I T T T 
l x. I r:f>, I '} 1 ~"-
. 
for all L 
1 
<>(\,' 
l 
T 
'\c 
• • • • • ( 78) 
• • • • • ( 79) 
After performing the partial differentiations required in 
(76) the above Equations (76) and (77) would normally be solved 
by introducing Lagrange multipliers. However, it is shown in 
Appendix (2) that if the constraint displacements are chosen in 
the direction of the assumed constraint forces then the Lagrange 
multipliers equal the constraint forces and the final equations 
may be obtained by considering the limiting conditions of 
Equations (77) imposed on the differential equations resulting 
from Equations (76) above. 
• Note: terms involving the vector ~ are extracted from the 
virtual work as in general they represent the damping 
forces in the system. 
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The resulting equations may be written in matrix form 
(80) 
Where the matrices A, B, C are functions of the variables 1 , ~ 
as shown, and the vector /(~ 1 ~) 
force vector variables ~L and 
a function of the constraint 
velocities 
(35), (36) and (39). 
. 
E from Equations 3• 
These equations represent the general motion of the 
system. However, because of internal friction in the mechanisms, 
or restraints due to mechanical stops, the motion is discontin-
uous. This may be included in the above formulation of the 
problem (see the full analysis of Appendix 2) by introducing 
I 
constraint forces ~' consistent with freedoms 1< together 
with a parameter Yu.. which is dependent on the state of ~t • 
Thus the final equations of motion are: 
• • • • • (81) 
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Where 
and ryJ is a diagonal matrix whose elements are defined by condi-
tions a and b for pure ankylosis; a and e for pure restraint, 
and a to d for both ankylosis and restraint. These are listed 
below: 
• (a) if ~. #o 
.. 
and then 
(b) if ~. = 0 and then 
•• 
and J ""o whilst 
\ ( [ A.c~\, (A-~1 1 1~ -.- n:c~ ~~ )~,~ + 
J._ 
else ,.., · r;,., = o.o 
-
142-
.. 
(c) if then )Jii. ~ A. 0 and ~ = o o 
1~hilst 
then for Y;~ = o ) 
.. 
if ~ >o then Ytt = o. o else )). - ).o .. -
and the system remains locked. 
Note: ( } signifies the term in similar braces shown in 
(d) 
condition b. 
if §. =o and 
l 
whilst 
\ ( 1 r - Qoi 
if \ \. } I - Qoc 
then 
\ < 'j' ( F,, A). } ~ 
r I > kr (Fe.,, A\ 
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.. 
and ~t = ~·o 
then for Y.. =0 .o 
(e) 
if 
.. 
F.. < o. 0 3, then 
and the system remains locked. 
if then 
I 
else 
. 
if ~· <O·O \ or Fc., ~O·O then ;i) = ,(. 0 <L f1 ~ 0·0 
if ~. >o ·o 
I 
or ~t <o·o then i>,;.=o. 0 
Similarly the inverse conditions on F-
"J, 
hold for 1", = 1. MAx • 
I 
and F.,, 
l 
Appendix 3 expands equations (81) giving values of elements in the 
matrices. 
3.8. RIDE - PASSENGER COMFORT 
The tolerance of the human body to vibration~' is a 
function of acceleration amplitude and frequency. This is true 
for both unidirectional and multidirectional motion (Refs.60 - 69). 
In addition to translatory motion, angular vibrations about the 
centre of rotation are frequently an important part of a vibra-
tion environment, for example tractor seats, small aircraft 
passing through turbulence etc. However, little data are avail-
able for these cases. In general the centre of rotation is 
sufficiently removed, or the rotational input sufficiently small 
for the applied motions to be assumed predominantly translatory. 
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For motion of a passenger seat in an aircraft, ~1hich this report 
is primarily concerned, this is true. Thus, for unidirectional 
simple harmonic motion 
• • • • • (82) 
.. 
where is the acceleration amplitude of an applied 
vibration and its frequency. 
Rather than developing a cost function which relies on a 
quantified value of 1' for all values of z and Sl..J ona mao; relq_\:.a 
./,) 
the applied vibration to an acceptable contour of I • Such 
data are available (Ref. 60-69 ) • 
Let be such a contour (Ref. Fig. 16) 
••••• 
(83) 
Then in order to obtain a measure of comfort we can normalise 
an applied vibration I Z- I by \ ZT I for a given value of .1l.. • 
Thus, introduce a new variable "* z. such that 
•• 
I Z I 
I Z~ I 
• 
• • • • • (84) 
Equation (84) is posed in the amplitude frequency domain 
and as such is,in this form,of little use. However, it is 
possible to obtain the equivalent of ~(...n.) in the amplitude 
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time domain, depending upon the form of the input function. 
Consider a harmonic function, if this is operated on by some 
function of d~t , the differential operator in the time 
domain, then we require that 
= 
.. 
\ <> I I - I - Z(.!l.) iL (SI..) 
• 
Since Z is
1
in general,harmonic 
= I ~ \ .\ ~ \ ~(t.O..) 
Hence 
=- iiJ l..O.) 
In general Z is not simple harmonic but comprises many frequency 
components, or may be expressed as a Fourier series without any 
loss of generality. 
.. 
Suppose z ~ K" s "' rtil." ~ -+ L " Cos nn-,.\; 
1'1 
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• • • • (86) 
where K,.. , and l~ are numerical coefficients. 
Then as 
= 
•••• (87) 
where 
.,_ l. 
k~ + L,.. 
Thus 
tf 
r· h ... 1. z'' dt \; ..... ..,_ f z l J.\: = t~- <>() tf \:1 -?""" tt t ~(cl./cJ\;) J 
0 
• • • • (88) 
\ha 
yields a measure of comfort based onAsquare of the spectral com-
ponents. In addition this is a quadratic function which lends 
itself to analytic methods of Pontryagin, Bellman and the Calculus 
of Variations, if the systems were linear. 
Reference (58) expresses similar criteria to Equation (88)' 
but omits the development as shown; in addition the above yields 
a numerical value related to experimental data, Fig. 16., 
whereas in Ref. (58) there was no necessity to retain an 
absolute value since it was the only criterion used. 
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The above treatment may be extended to include effects 
of translational motion in all three orthogonal human body axes -
referred to as ax' ay' az' see Fig. 17 - for which in a similar 
manner there are contours il (..n..) 
' 
-1l (..!L) 
' 
;EC..!L) 
• 
-,._ !:! 3-
In addition Refs. (6-0-69) recommend that the effects of vibration 
in different planes may be combined vectorially. Thus, a comfort 
criteriD~ 1 def1ned in three dimensions remains a quadratic func-
tion. It is assumed that the body axes of any passenger in an 
aircraft are parallel to the aircraft rigid body axes. 
Thus for a point j in the aircraft we may write from (2) 
•• 
Hence 
* rv ll!. ( clfcAt-) 1 •• X., - :X. J 0 J 
.._ 
4 I -vld/&) 
':\ v~rlt4r~ 0 •••••• (89) L 
Whereas Equation (89) considers the j th point in the aircraft, 
in general all parts of the passenger and crew compartments 
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(fuselage) must be considered when defining a criterion for 
passenger comfort. Indeed, it is necessary to consider the 
importance of both passengers and crew, and may be achieved 
by introducing a distributed, weighting function VJ j (x, ':!, } ) 
and integrating throughout the volume of the body. 
Thus, the cost function for a generalised ride criterion 
becomes 
I 
-R - f'l 
o V 
where VJj (x y ~) is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix. 
3.9. FATIGUE 
'* X-. J dv . dt 
• • • • • ( 90) 
Mitchell (23), Wignot (3) and Kirk (2) obtain results 
which show that the aircraft structure may suffer significant 
fatigue damage due to runway induced vibration. 
Considering the aircraft structure, the deformation of a 
point in the structure and hence the stress at a point may be 
obtained from the value of the aircraft mode generalised coordi-
nates, mode shape data and the elastic moduli of the structural 
material. 
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In aircraft structures ~t may be assumed that the bending 
stresses are dominant and therefore the particular stress at a 
point j in the structure may be expressed in the form 
• • • • ( 91) 
where Crj are coefficients relating the stress at j due to the 
r th mode per unit displacement of the generalised coordinate qr. 
where 
The fatigue damage at j may be obtained using Miners law. 
Thus, the fatigue damage at a point may be expressed as 
• • • • ( 92) 
'Y/ is the number of t:f stress reversals at point j [oj 
N0 is the number of stress reversals to failure at 
amplitude IS' 
Suffix t t implies the summation over time ~ t • 
Considering several points j it is necessary to minimise 
that point suffering most damage since this determines the margin 
of safety for the structure. 
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Whence 
T 
.. = • • • • • ( 9 3) 
where Nt~ is the number of missions of length t~ secs. 
Several methods exist for estimating the number of stress 
reversals and are discussed in Ref. ( 72 l However, that proposed 
by Finney and Mann (71), known asH 1, was suggested in an alter-
native form later by Mitchell (23), and yields results which are 
reasonably accurate with regard to random loading ( 71). Because 
of its simplicity, it is attractive and is repeated below. 
«The maxima and minima of stress reversals are combined 
irrespectlve of position in a sequence. Thus, from a crossing 
count the maximum and minimum values may be used to compute 
' fatigue damage. 
3.10. MAXIMUM LOADING \ONSTDERATIONS 
Account of exceeding the maximum proof stress in the struc-
ture may be embodied either in the above fatigue count, or alter-
natively as posed below in the form of a penalty function. The 
ratio of maximum stress to proof stress is raised to a high even 
power, then if the proof stress is exceeded, a large positive 
value is obtained. 
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Thus 
•••• 
(94) 
where m is a large inte:ser • 
3.11. T~~ COMPLETE COST FUNCTION 
The total cost function may be formulated by combining 
Equations (90), (93) and (94) representing several criteria, as 
a weighted sum. 
Thus • ••• (95) 
where W () are assigned weights. 
The cost function P (~) is minimised with respect to the 
system parameters _A_ , these are: 
Tyre force deflection characteristics 
Undercarriage force deflection characteristics 
Damping characteristics F ( . 
t>t ~"'i. 1 'lwt) 
Friction 
\) ' k·r 
Geometry 
J. f 
"' m. . ) \) ,,Gt, 
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Position 
Bogie static torque, rotation characteristic T ("" )· b L 
Bogie damping 
• 
In the non-linear functions F. (&b<, slk) 
T(o<b) ' ~c<><b >~b), ' are controlling 
parameters, which form some of the elements in the vector 1 . 
3.12. CONSTRAINTS ON THE OPTTMTSATION 
The Equations (81) and (95) are the basis of the optimis-
ation problem, however, they are incomplete without a definition 
of the feasible region of the opt1misation parameters Jl other-
wise the trivial solutions zero stiffness, friction and damping 
of undercarriage units, and, or zero stiffness tyres result. 
This may be proved as follows, if these qualities ex1st then 
variation of their dependent variables yield no force variation 
on the system and it remains in static equilibrium. The system 
would be neutrally stable. Constraints imposed naturally are 
those of space, and the necessity of satisfying landing, braking 
and other ground handling criteria; at present the damping char-
acteristics are the last of the undercarriage parameters deter-
mined, because they are relatively easily modified and can be 
made a function of stroke and/or velocity. Thus, from Appendix (1) 
it is possible to define bounds for the static characteristics 
of the freedoms corresponding to , 
• Their maxima may be 
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justified by estimating the maximum stroking velocity of a 
telescopic member from isolated bump height of the ground and 
aircraft forward speed (3] in comparlson with landing criteria. 
Thus, for a tyre 
) "'rmin • • • • • • • • ( 96) 
For a sliding member the reaction at maximum stroke may 
be used, unless the closure under static load is important when 
stiffness at this closure is an alternative criterion. 
Undercarriage friction, in general, is kept to a minimum 
by choices of bearing materials, and is not usually a chosen 
design parameter. However, it should not necessarily be elimin-
ated from the optimisation; but rather a practical minimum 
defined. 
Regarding the geometrical parameters there are obvious 
structural advantages in obtaining the largest ratio of R 
possible;in addition the choice of t. 
' 
t 1 '\t and 
will affect the friction forces arising in the mechanism. How-
iYl· 
• 
ever these parameters may well be dictated by the space allotted 
for the undercarriage when it is retracted. 
The positions X~ of undercarriages have an interactive 
effect with compl mentary units in the choice of force deflection, 
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damping and tyre stiffness particularly in relation to Nose 
undercarriages when satisfying the above constraint criteria. 
The above will define constraints forming a feasible 
region R <Jl >, a function of the optimisation parameters. 
! 
Define a penalty function H <Jl) which has the following prop-
erty. 
if A then d{ (A) 7- o 
if .A 1- then 1-l cJL) =- <:>0 
•••••• 
(97) 
and rewrite the cost function (96) to include the penalty func-
tion H (.A. ) 
then 
• • • • • • (98) 
Hence, using (81), (97) and (98) we require -A. such that PCA) 
is a minimum. 
It should be noted that the penalty function must not be 
a step function because this can cause failure of programmed 
search techniques. 
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4. METHODS OF SOLUTION 
Three methods of solution may be employed to solve the 
equations, these are Stochastic methods based on probability, 
deterministic methods which will employ a defined input 
function in this case in terms of the surface shape and for-
ward speed of the a~rcratt and, finally analytic methods de-
veloped in optimal control. The last w~ll not be considered 
here. 
4.1 STOCHASTIC 
The usual technique used is that employed in the 
solution of random vibration problems. However, 
assumptions are required, these bei~g:-
(a) The input function is stationary and homogeneous, 
and thus ergodic. The great majority ot prac-
tical stochastic systems are all based on this 
assumption, frequently however, information 
justifying this assumption is missing and in 
these cases it is usual to assume the ergodic 
property and after obtaining results justify 
the use of the assumption by the usefulness of 
the results. Perry and Kirk[2]suggest that 
runway induced vibration is non-stationary, this 
point is worthy of further discussion later. 
(b) The probability density function of the excitation 
is Gaussian and thus assuming its mean time aver-
age zero, enables the function to be defined from 
the computation of the variance. In consequence 
of this assumption, if the system is linear, the 
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output probability density function is linear. 
(c) The dynamic system is assumed linear, Perry,Kirk 
(2] or weakly nonlinear Tung [1] In the former the 
energy dissipated over the complete taxi phase, 
as opposed to the more usual assumption o± one 
cycle, is equated to that of an equivalent linear 
element. In the latter some account of the non-
linearity is reta1ned RY expressing it in terms of 
polynomials in a new variable. 
(d) Finally 1t is often conven1ent to assume the power 
spectral density constant, or a simple function 
over the frequency bandwtdth of interest. 
All of the above assumptions endeavour to reduce the 
general problem to a simpler formjhowever in doing so some of 
the consequences o± nonlinearity are lost. Because of the 
nonlinearity the transmissibility is a function of both fre-
quency and amplitude; in addition throughout a given range 
of frequencies it may not be single valued, yielding the 
common jump phenomena of hardening and softening characteristics; 
also absent w1ll be the effects of harmonics of the system. 
All of these effects are present in landing gear character1stics 
where the polytropic expansion of the oleo presents a harden-
ing characteristic. Both friction and stiction yield hyster-
etic effects in the response characteristic, and finally the 
flow of fluid through internal damping orifices is turbulent, 
and the damping becomes proportional to ~~w) ·~w i1wl for a 
given axial displacement. Suspension designs may employ 
valves; or damping orifices whose size are a function of under-
carriage displacement, or axial velocity hence the generalised 
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expression F0 (q , q ) for undercarriage damping. w w 
The results of power spectral density analysis will 
yield an upper bound for the system response, since it 
computes the transmissibility of the steady state component, 
and therefore will not take account of the growth of a 
vibration. However, in terms of optimisation this may not 
necessarily be a disadvantage. Conversely it is a dis-
advantage if it is important to compute design loads or 
stresses in the system. 
Perry and Kirf 21comment on the stationarity of runways 
based on the response of an aircraft supported by under-
carriages in which the sliding members are "locked" in 
position due to friction. They argue that the random res-
sponse in this condition is theoretically infinite for any 
value of forward velocity V because the tyre is virtually 
undamped. Because this response is not infinite, and land-
ing gear do "lock up" in practice they argue therefore that 
the runway is not stationary, Mitchell (23) shows that the 
oleo's are locked for a considerable proportion of a landing 
run. Considering this point, if the oleo's are ''locked" 
then ignoring the damping in the tyres and assuming only 
vertical forces arising from the tyre ground interface the 
dynamic system, may be stated in matrix form:-
A~ -re.~ + cz = F(t) 
which comprise the rigid body motions in pitch and heave plus 
the flexible aircraft modes. 
In general,for aircraft this yields a damped set of 
equations and the response will not be infinite, assuming 
that the input is not large enough to exceed either the 
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friction forces in the system, or cause a wheel to leave the 
ground, when the equations will not then represent the system, 
then using the data of Perry and KirkTable 1 shows the trans-
fer of damping from aircraft modes to the two rigid body modes. 
The reduction in damping of the aircraft modes is limited in 
all cases to that of the first three flexural modes. This 
is shown in Table II for two cases, the others being similar. 
In a similar manner the general equations developed 
for the three dimensional model may be linearised to give a 
similar second order set of simultaneous equations and the 
response calculated after having iterated inthe manner 
suggested by Tung,[1Jand Kirk and Perry[2J. However such 
solutions suffer the errors enumerated above. 
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4.2 DETERMINISTIC 
Using this technique the criticisms of calculating 
the response of a nonlinear system are removed; further,no 
assumption is required as to the stationar~ty-of the excita-
tion. However, being deterministic,it is necessary to 
choose a surface, or surfaces representative of all the 
runways likely to be encountered. In addition it is possible 
to compute all types of taxying,e.g., accelerate and deceler-
ate runs, simulating take off and landing, together with a 
number of constant speed cases. Ref. 22 (Richmond & De Bord 
et al) in evaluating the behaviour of an aircraft traversing 
rough ground, in which some estimation of the soil mechanics 
was included, proposed ~ time averaging procedure to obtain 
R.M.S.values ~ 
• J f' t, X ll • t • • h 
v1z: a2 = l!,.... T_ vi~~ J ;, where ti, :LS the 1me over wh:Lc 
is calculated, T = L. ti, ll'_z: the total RMS, and 
<Ji "t the RMS at mean velocity vL • 
In applying this to both constant velocity and acceleration 
runs the comparison agrees within approximately 12% maximum 
in the worst case; for others it is less than 3%. In corn-
paring the response pattern, it is shown to be similar (one 
example at 150 ft/sec) and reference 22 concludes therefore 
that the proposition is acceptable. 
' 
In total the above approach represents a considerable 
computational problem in terms of the volume of calculation. 
In order to reduce this it is necessary to determine 
r 
(i) Those terms in the dynamic model which may be 
neglected, thus reducing the computation necess-
ary to solve the dynamic problem. 
(ii) Those factors in the cost function which are 
significant. 
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5. SOLUTION OF THE OPTIMISATION PROBLEM 
5.1. GENERAL 
Because of the shortcomings of the stochastic method, in 
relation to the deterministic approach, notwithstanding the 
possibility of a large volume of computation, the latter 
technique is chosen to solve the optimisation problem. 
The equations developed in Section 3 defining the optimi-
sation problem are highly non-linear, not only in regard to 
the inertia, gyroscopic and coriolis terms, but also in the 
stiffness,friction and damping terms of the suspension 
units. The non-linearity of the latter remain even if the 
equations had been developed assuming small displacements 
but sufficiently large motions of the shock absorber to 
justify using non-linear shock absorber force displacement 
functions. Thus the solution of Equations 81 from which 
the performance index P (J\_) (Equations 97 and 98) is 
obtained, may be solved using a conventional numerical 
integration process on a digital computer, or using analogue 
computer methods. 
The overall computational procedure required to solve the 
optimisation problem is depicted in Figure (18) and is 
independent of the computer used for solution. To render 
the optimisation process automatic and also to handle the 
number of degrees of freedom posed in Section 3, requires 
the use of a digital computer. Hence a hybrid machine is 
required if the analogue method is adopted. Figures 19 and 
20 show how the solution is organised using a digital or 
hybrid computer, respectively. 
5.2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 
Discussing the relative merits of the digital or hybrid 
computer approach Table III lists the advantages and disadvan-
tages. Of these the most serious against the digital machine 
and conversely in favour of the hybrid is the probable time 
required to compute a solution. Alternatively in terms of 
generality, machine independence, availability, compatibility 
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with machine size and the use of overlaying techniques to 
augment machine utilization, the digital machine is superior 
to the analogue. Regarding accuracy both machines will 
produce a solution within an engineering accuracy say 1.0% 
which is sufficient. Thus because of the generality of the 
digital approach, notwithstanding the volume of computation, 
the 'digital' is the chosen method of solution. Further, 
this programme can be used to solve the general dynamic 
problem independent of the optimal problem by introducing 
a dummy routine in place of the optim1sation procedures. 
reference i terns "Optimisation Routine", and Compute 
P (A ) of Figure 18 -
5. 3. THE OPTIMlSATION PROCESS 
The optimisation process will, because of the non-linearity 
employ programmed search techniques. These utilize either 
the gradient of the cost function with respect to the system 
variables, or, the current cost function value in conjunction 
with preceding values in order to proceed to the optimum 
(i.e. the minimum or maximum). The non-linearity of the 
dynamic equations of motion does not preclude the use of 
gradient methods. However, their use will require the gener-
ation of a time derivative vector from E~uations 81, 97 and 
98. This produces an even more complicated set of equations 
and will increase the size of the programme, whether digital 
or analogue, considerably. Hence methods using function 
values are preferred. Of the routines available two are 
recommended; these are the simplex technique, which cannot 
be broken and Rosenbrocks method of feasible directions which 
is known to be particularly successful in cases where little 
is known about the contours of the cost function. 
5.4. THE 11ETHOD OF INTEGRATION 
The numerical integration process will of necessity be a 
forward integration method such as Runge Kutta, modified 
Euler, or Taylor series, because of the discontinuities which 
occur in the motion (e.g. the stick slip behaviour of the 
shock absorber motion). Predictor corrector methods are 
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eliminated from the discussion because they would therefore 
require many restarts of the process. Of the former, it is 
advantageous to use a method which can modify the integra-
tion time step during the computation and so minimise the 
volume of computing. The Euler method is a low order pro-
cess and not as accurate as either Runge Kutta or Taylor 
series techniques. Of these the Runge Kutta method is 
preferred since it is equivalent to the Taylor series 
method, but makes use of first order derivatives only. To 
generate higher derivatives of the existing equations is 
therefore unnecessary and leads to untenably complicated 
equations. Thus, a Runge Kutta Merson fourth order process 
is used which has the following advantages. Automatic in-
tegration step modification is based on the truncation of 
the fifth order derivative of the Taylor series. The trunca-
tion error check utilizes the first partial step of the next 
integration step thus minimising any wasteful computation. 
Finally if var1ables are output at the end of an integration 
<; s 
step then their accuracy is of 0. d: t l/ 5 • ~ tlh 
5.5. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
For the purposes of this section, although Equation 81 
represents the final version of the equations it is more 
convenient to deal with Equations 80, and to incorporate 
the conditions of Equations 81 in them. Reasons for this 
will be obvious from the following text. 
The solution of Equations 80 by the Runge Kutta process 
requires them to be transformed to a set of first order 
differential equations; this is easily achieved by intro-
ducing a new variable equal to the velocity vector. Further 
it will be convenient to combine all terms except those of 
the second derivatives, and constraint forces, into a single 
vector. 
Let 
then Equations 80 may be written 
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11 • If 
Ao §V -:. Q. +/ (~ J 5() 
t\' • n 1t - Q4 = F 
' 
c 
Where 11 A. ,., A. ; 
" Q. = -3.C).,~).),- <;c9 +Oo 
Q:' == -B, (~v ,tf). ':!~ + Q~ 
In the terms containing the derivative vectors §, 1 
these equations are non-linear due to the effect of the 
friction forces. However, the maximum realizable values 
of friction forces will contribute less than half the 
force vector and therefore this allows a stable first 
order iteration process to solve these equations. Hence, 
an iterative loop is formed to the scheme~ 
• 11+4 
1. "" 
n+A 
~ = 
Error = \ 
l·oi.' < 
· --< frror) 
I 
(continue with solution) 
The first entry of this loop F is assumed zero. However, 
c 
for all other entries, and time steps,the previous value 
of Fe forms the initial approximation thus minimising the 
overall computation. 
It is shown in Appendix (5) that this approximation 
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introduces an error into the numerical solution of the 
differential equation, which ~s directly dependent on the 
"error" for small values of the integration step. Its 
value is controlled in that it may be freely chosen as 
small as is necessary to effect a sufficient solution. 
This scheme of computation can be extended to include the 
discontinuities in shock absorber axial motion. The con-
ditions imposed on the motion are described in Equations 
81; however, that formulation requires the introduction 
of a new constraint force variable on the right hand side 
of the equations. It is more convenient, and concise, to 
replace the vanishing acceleration term (due to the limit-
ing condition '~~-~ 1.. , that is the constant value of 
1~' when 1w. = 0) by the constraint force variable 
Fc: 1~, • The columns of A" 1 , and A" 2 consistent with the 
variable 1w, are replaced by zeros, and the d~agonal value 
of A" 1 replaced by plus one ( +1). 
The above technique saves any major reorganisation of the 
inertia matrix A" 1 , and enables the computation loop to 
remain unchanged provided suitable checks are retained. 
It is necessary, because of the approximation process in 
•• 
the computation of ~ , and rc_ to evaluate the inverse 
of A" 1 , and re-use it for subsequent loops of the iteration 
procedure. The matrix A11 1 is, for the unconstrained vari-
•• 
ables, symmetric. Embedding a constraint term within ~ 
destroys this property and hence the possibility of using 
a compact, and economic symmetric matrix inversion routine. 
Ref(23) shows that undercarriages remain locked for much 
of a taxi run, and hence the reorganisation of A11 1 would 
be invoked for much of the taxi run, and thus removes any 
advantage offered by symmetric matrix inversion. The 
matrix A''t has non-zero diagonal elements, which for most 
rows are dominant. Thus the matrix inversion routine 
HFMIR, written by F.D. Hales, (of L.U.T.) is used which inverts 
matrix using as pivots each diagonal element in turn. It 
also has another virtue in that the inverse is generated 
in the original matrix and thus requires a minimum of extra 
storage. 
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6. THE ORGANISATION OF THE SOLUTION OF THE UNDERCARRIAGE 
DYNAMICS 
6.1. GENERAL 
The programme developed to solve the undercarriage dynamics 
is a subset of the overall optimisation programme and is 
shown in Figure 21. The programme is structured to allow 
the facility of computing a solution ab initio, or to con-
tinue a previous computation. Input data <i\'1! therefore 
obtained from cards, or magnetic tape/disc files. Rum;ay 
data 01.re assumed always to exist on a file. 
It is important to minimise the computation within the 
integration process, and hence the routine INCALX calculates 
all constants which are used by the Auxiliary to form the 
derivative vector. This imposes a penalty in terms of 
storage capacity however this is much less important than 
reducing computing time. 
Output of results is controlled by MTORLP (Figure 21) which 
routes these to magnetic tape/disc file, or the line printer. 
The results are recorded at the end of each integration 
' 
step and the programme halts when t is greater than a 
prescribed final value tl or if the end of the runway is 
encountered. A plot routine is used to process the results 
stored on magnetic tape. 
The major task, is computation of the derivative vector in 
the auxiliary routine of the integration process and is 
shown in detail in Appendix 3. The ordering of variables 
in the programme is chosen so that the subsidiary elements, 
such as wheels and bogies, may easily be omitted and the 
inertia matrix truncated. Thus the order is that shown in 
• • •t • ., 
the analysis, Section 3, and is X 1 w 1 q , u .;, . 1 4> . ·, \t ~ "'w J t>J ""'"' 
The virtue of this ordering is that the wheel and perhaps 
the bogie acceleration terms are likely to be of little 
importance during taxi, but significant during landing; 
hence their truncation. Further such an order spans a 
wide spectrum of undercarriage designs and thus provides 
a fully generalised programme. 
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In the formation of the inertia matrix, full advantage is 
taken of its symmetry and thus only terms in the upper 
triangle are computed. Finally, these values are reflected 
about the diagonal to obtain the complete array. Generation 
of the constraint force inertia matrix follows. Contempor~rj 
with generation of rows in A" 1 , anclA" 2 are corresponding 
coriolis and gyroscopic terms. If any of the undercarriage 
units become locked then the inertia matrices are modified 
as described in Section 5.5 
The forces acting at each wheel are computed within the 
undercarriage loop by the subroutine GRDFM (Groun~ ~orces 
and Moments). It includes the effects of slip, camber and 
yaw 'in conjunction with the radial deflection of the tyre. 
Full effects of the ground slope are included. The routine 
is entered with the wheel translational and rotational 
velocities, hub coordinates and direction cosines. The 
routine returns the forces and moments acting at the wheel 
hub. The routine uses empirical r~lations developed by 
Smiley and Horne (42)to compute all but the radial forces, 
which are obtained by interpolating from the tyre input 
data. The aerodynamic forces are computed by "AEROD" and 
are limited to the steady state aerodynamic coefficients. 
Additionally the effect of elevator rotational velocity is 
included. The only non linearity included is that of the 
drag coefficient which is represented by a quadratic func-
tion of inctdence. A complete table of Analysis Variable, 
Computer Variable and standard aerodynamic derivative 
notation is given in Tables I, II and Fig. 3 of Appendix 7. 
Remaining terms are trivial and are annotated in the flow 
diagram. 
The program does not evaluate the constraint terms that 
can arise in the bogie motion because, the friction in 
these units causing locking is a very small term compared 
with the applied moment from the wheels. 
Many small matrix subroutines are used (e.g. a vector 
cross product) which enable the major program to be composed 
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almost entirely of call statements to matrix operations. 
Thus the programme and analysis are very similar. 
6.2. VERSIONS OF THE PROGRAMME 
It is possible to simplify the wheel forces considerably 
and only compute the radial forces by using an alternative 
routine instead of that described above. 
Three versions of the main programme existt(Ref. Appendix 7) 
these are: 
MK1 Card inputt file outputt computation of all terms 
in the analysis presented in Appendix 3. 
MK2 As MK1 but with the undercarriage gyroscopic and 
coriolis terms removed. · The wheel and aircraft 
components of these terms are retained. Both card 
and file input and output are available. 
MK3 A segmented program as shown in Figure (21) which 
enables the inertia matrix to be generated at 
specific values of shock absorber travel and thus 
reduce the number of inversions of the inertia 
matrix and also its generation during the computation. 
These three marks form the basic program. A plot routine 
exists to plot results however this is not included in the 
major programme. 
6.3. VALIDATION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
Three methods have been used. First comparison of computed 
elements in the matrices of Equations 81 (Section 3) at 
various stages in the computation loop. The numerical 
accuracy was consistent with round off errors of the arith-
metical operations. These data were correct to within nine 
decimal places. Secondt a simple single undercarriage 
landing was computed, and the energy absorbed by the under-
carriage and tyre compared with the loss in kinetic and 
potential energy of the aircraft during the same time inter-
val. Evaluation of these energies showed a difference of 
less than 2%. This error was also the order of accuracy of 
the checking process. Third this simple model was represented 
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on an analogue computer and the results through time com-
pared with those of the digital computer. Also the same 
data wer<: used in an independent computer programme written 
by Mitchell (23 ). All these results are plotted on Figure 
22 and show complete correlat~on. Thus the computer pro-
gramme was proven for a discrete po~nt in time and contin-
uously through time. 
6.4 COMPUTATION TIME OF THE GENERALISED PROGRAMME 
Statements of the time required to compute the solution 
are meaningless unless coupled with the type of computer, 
its configuration and operating system or the computeis 
rating defined by , .for e_~o.""-pJ<> the Gib son mix factor 
or Gamex number. Solutions obtained with the generalised 
programme pertain to an ICL 1906A, 128 K words digital 
computer operating under the George 2 system and using two 
job streams. All solutions were obtained with the programme 
resident "in core". 
Three states of the generalised programme have been consid-
ered in relation to computing time, these are summarised in 
Table IV and show that the most significant saving can be 
achieved by using an optimising fortran compiler ~ XFEW. 
Differences between -:..wul"-r_ -_runs using ::tr XFEW and .:JF XFAT 
(a non optimising compiler) were restricted to the ninth 
decimal place at least. 
An analysis of the time spent in various sections of the 
programme, Table V shows conclusively that the majority is 
in the matrix inversion routine for the largest problem run. 
This represented three undercarriages, two of which were 
bogies employing two wheels per bogie, twelve aircraft 
flexural modes, and six rigid body degrees of freedom. 
There was l~ttle point in using a specialist matrix routine 
since there are few zeros ~n the inertia matrix, and it is 
not symmetrical for most of the time because this property 
is destroyed whenever one of the suspension components lock. 
The results obtained used a variable step Runge - Kutta -
Merson forward integrat~on process. However whereas this 
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successfully reduces the integration time step it was 
found that it is slow to increase this interval. In 
general the programme is runfdirecting results to a 
results file which are subsequently plotted, hence the 
user can be unaware, unless the results file is printed, 
of the smallness of intervals used. 
Using the above times and projecting them for a fixed 
integration time step of 0.002 secs., a 25 secs. taxi 
run will require a computing time of 6 hrs. for the sim-
plest model. This is untenable even if the computation 
speed could be increased ten fold, since an optimisation 
process may require as many as 50 runs or 30 hrs. of com-
puting time. 
The simplest programme that can be written for a two dimen-
sional symmetric model, involving no bogie, or undercarriage 
geometry (i.e. eliminating matrix inversion) and allowing 
the friction to be independent of the forces and accelera-
tions of the undercarriage mass requires a computing timeof 
.021 secs. per step, giving a total 25 second runway traverse 
of 1600 seconds. Clearly the digital computer method for 
optimisation is not suitable because of the vast computation 
required. 
Appendix 7 should be referred to for detailed flow diagrams 
of the computer programs. 
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7. SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS 
7.1. SIMPLIFICATION$ OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION. 
7.1.1. Elimination Of The Telescopic Modes. 
Whereas this has been included in the formulation, 
and shown that the lateral vibration of the Telescopic 
member also depends upon its axial displacement, and 
velocity, the frequency of vibration of the telescopic 
is of the order 40 Hz, and much above the range 
of major excitation frequencies during taxi. Further the 
rolling resistance of a wheel 'and tyre is approximately 2% 
of the vertical load49 • It can be shown using existing 
computed results 23 , and the results of Section 8.3. that the 
vibration of the sliding member is negligible. Hence the 
sliding member is treated as a rigid body. This is not as 
restrictive as it may first appear because the aircraft 
modes can be used to include undercarriage lateral motion. 
The general equations of motion are given in detail in 
Appendix 3 for both a flexible, and rigid sliding member. 
7.1.2. Elimination Of The Aircraft Modal Nonlinearities 
The Equations of Motion developed in appendix 3 
contain a number of nonlinear terms. These are: those 
pertaining to the shock absorber damping, "spring force", 
and friction, plus similar terms describing a bogie, the 
tyre force characteristics, and of particular note those 
arising from the kinetic energy term in Lagranges equations. 
Whereas in all, dynamic problems, which consider large 
displacements, nonlinearity exists due to the nature of the 
rotations, and their coupling with translational velocities, 
which produces gyroscopic, and coriolis terms respectively 
the introduction of generalised coordinates q, representing 
t I 
the normal modes D of the body, produces additional non-
linearities in the inertia, terms of the acceleration 
matrix, and in the gyroscopic and coriolis vectors. These 
terms are ref. Appendix 3. (12) describing the aircraft rotation 
' 
)~:\,)), \· d•. & 
V 
I ~:FD~ l·~' 
V y 
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where 
and again in the equations describing the motion of the 
generalised coordinates 
f :D -w" ::D '!- ·t.· cl~ 
"' 
. 
) ~:D ~·to~ 
Considering these in order, f Ttl :f.J..v represents the 
V 
rotational inertia matrix for the aircraft, and includes 
the effect of change of geometry due to the modal dis-
placement Dq. Thus it comprises a second order term 
~ ~~·~.D<~,-:t:· &.- , and two first order terms t ~=· fnq.·e·cl• 
and its transpose. Naturally the same terms occur in the 
gyroscopic moment ~ Jc.v for the body. 
1 f;i:D:f. clt expresses the moment of the mode shape and 
includes the change of geometry due to the modal coordinates. 
In this term the modal displacement Dq produces a first 
order no'llineari ty. This integral, \ ~~?>. {· cl.v 1 expresses 
the effect of the modal inertia moment on the rotation of 
the body reference equation Appendix 3. (12) also the integral 
appears in the equation describing the dynamics of the 
generalised coordinate q. 
A similar integral ~D ~DQ,'"'·f·O'I'representing 
the generalised coriolis term of the modes, appears in 
the 
ing 
dynamics of the generalised coordinates, 
term in the aircraft rotational dynamics 
a correspond-
is \ ~T WJ)~·f· ~v 
• \\ "C 
which has a component of first order smallness Dq in ~\l 
The effect of these integrals on the dynamics of 
the aircraft, and their interaction is assessed in the 
following paragraphs for. 
i) a general body 
ii) a body having symmetry about the plane, 
(the YOZ plane) 
iii) aircraft assumed to be a lamina lying in 
the XOY plane, and having a plane of 
symmetry about YOZ. 
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The normal modes of the aircraft are derived assuming 
small displacements, and thus the free body boundary con-
ditions (assumed for the aircraft) define the values of 
some integrals arising in the equations of motion. These 
are 
i) = 0 
ii) = 0 (99) 
iii) 
r 
= M,.J a diagonal matrix. 
These relationships are used in the derivation of the 
general equations of motion Appendix 3. 
The second order nonlinearity 
' D},~i+1l";:D"j ,·.D},Dji ~t '\~ -:D.,., :Djj 
-D ... : ])>j , -Dj;D)j , n.;:D'9tbj;i)ji 
Note the sufix x, y, or z refers to the direction of the 
modal displacement. In general this integral is not ~ , 
and the sum of the diagonal is twice the generalised mass. 
For symmetry about the plane YOZ 
the symmetric modes are defined by 
(100) 
r 
-· 
(101) 
and the antisymmetric modes 
('102) 
Note the superfix S , or A for symmetric or antisymmetric 
modes. For the symmetric modes, using the properties in 
equations (101) and (102) 
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and an exactly similar relation exists for the antisym-
metric modes. 
Cross products between symmetric and antisymmetric 
modes produce 
s A 
-u ... :n;i f ~~ }Ds C dv = J 4 ~t\j 0 -D,."DJj S A ( O.v -Dj,D;>:j Q Q 
V '1- ~ '( IJ -:rf. ])",.,. ( 104) 
,. j 0 0 
Thus for the symmetric body case the result of the integral 
of equation 100 is not null. 
Assuming that the aircraft can be represented by 
a symmetric lamina , then D = D = 0. Using this property, X y 
and those of equations (99) in equation (100) then 
oj 
the first order nonlinearity 
'J)Ji+ ~j),'jL ) - j :u><.i ' -) D,._t 
-x.D_,, ')!1,+-:x:b,.t,-SD"' 
- :>C.~( ' ~:D>t ) :xD"t":,jD~( 
If we assume symmetry about the YOZ plane then using 
equation ( 101) 
J ~)n\ ( "'" J ~ 1' 
V 
From this result and the moment of the mode shape. 
~ ~:D ('~v .. o then ) X 1:)} c~V == 0 and 
V ~ 
~ $ :x.. I)j ( dv = 0 
V 
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( 105) 
(106) 
( 107) 
For the Antisymmetric Modes. 
l 
" ~t~t 0 • -~'D,., ' -3]),.., ~ ~:ft~ " ( dv = - x"D~, 0 0 ~ .. ., 
' - x.D'l 0 0 
(108) 
~ l ~ J D; ( &v Similarly )D~ e dv,.o, and , ~ 0 y V 
in ~ ~ll D( &, 
V 
Thus the sum of the equations (107), and (108) defined in 
equation (106) results in a non null matrix even for a 
symmetric body. 
Assuming the aircraft to be a lamina 
= D = 0, and equations (99) 
then from 
y 
(109) 
Using the results of the three dimensional antisymmetric 
landing, and the three dimensional taxi run, an upper 
bound for the value of equation (105), and hence ~he vari-
ation in I 'Jl \ ( O.v for the lamina case viz 
( 'J ( ;., ~ J ( i + ) ll ;o.\-
V 
T !"" -1 
ICJ..I ,t-.'..,.1<1\ .:r fi. } 
"'"• .... '""'• .. 1 
Oj 
gives the result 
11 1 rM -t q_ h • I .ell .. __ .l. f ,.. .. l< • ~ .1 I -· ~ ~ 0 
:..1 
(110) 
Thus the modal flexure has little effect on the rotational 
inertia, or has insignificant coupling with the rigid body 
rotational inertia, for aircraft A.(Tables VI-IX).This approximatior 
can be extended to all aircraft, since aircraft A is known 
to be of lower stiffness than other types. However, for 
other problems which incorporate significantly more flexible 
bodies and large rotations the above formulations are 
relevant. 
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= 0 i 
" 0 
i 
= j 
j 
If we consider all symmetric modes then 
Hence 
= 
0 
0 
(111) 
(112) 
( 113) 
Note a similar result exists for the antisymmetric modes. 
Alternatively the cross products of symmetric, and anti-
symmetric modes produce. 
If the aircraft is assumed to be a lamina then since 
D = D = O, e 
X y \ fn ,"D.(- c:l.v = o 
V '\,. 
To summarise the effect of the modal displacements and 
velocity on the nonlinear coupling of the equations of 
motion 1Tables X and XI show a matrix of the terms, the 
( 114) 
(115) 
upper bound of their value normalised by either related 
inertia term, (as for example equation 110) or the genera-
lised forces, which ever is appropriate. 
Using the upper bound of results to the as~etric 
landing and the three dimensional taxi run of aircraft A 
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then the effect of the aircraft modal nonlinearities is at 
most .014% in rigid body rotation, and 0.1% in the generalised 
stiffness term. 
7.1.3. The Aircraft Gyroscopic Torques. 
The gyroscopic torques wlw, are a consequence of assum-
ing large rotations, their relevance in this problem can 
be judged by their proportion of the torques applied to 
the aircraft. Using the results of the asymmetric land-
ing and the three dimensional taxi run reference table XII 
they show significant error in yaw, which would suggest 
that the gyroscopic torque ought to be included in a 
landing calculation. Similarly·during taxi there is a 
significant out of balance yawing torque. However, if 
this is balanced by lateral forces, proportional to the 
vertical force at main and nose undercarriages. then 
assuming state equilibrium, a lateral tyre friction of less 
than 1% will provide equilibrium. 
7.1.4. The Effect Of The Undercarriage Geometry On 
The Equations Of Motion. 
For the purposes of discussing the effects of changes in 
undercarriage geometry on the equations of motion it is 
simplest to consider the undercarriage as a point mass. 
The acceleration of the a point on the under-
carriage is given by 
•• 
x. "' 
• 
where 
and 
( ) :::. 
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(116) 
First the diagonal terms of the inertia matrix are dis-
cussed followed by a comparison of the values of the off 
diagonal terms with the applied generalised forces from 
the ground forces. 
The aircraft rotational inertia term. 
The order of magnitude of vectors in () is in general 
Using results from the three dimensional taxi run, 
the changes in inertia terms relative to the aircraft 
inertia matrix J are given in tableXIII.Although the re-
sults obtained by taxi runs do not show large changes in 
shock absorber travel for the purposes of this comparison 
it is assumed that the undercarriage motion is 30% of the 
maximum available shock absorber travel. The maximum 
upper bound of the result is 1%. 
The modal inertja term 
The variation in this term results only from the motion of 
the undercarriage sliding member. Now ;( .. ,43.1 
1 
and ~ .. A1 
thus the variation of this term with the generalised mass 
is approximately 1%. The cross coupling in this term can 
be minimised by choosing a set of aircraft normal modes 
which include the undercarriage unsprung mass terms. This 
simplification is introduced in the sections 7.2. and 7.3. 
7.1.5. The Undercarriage Gyroscopic And Coriolis Torques. 
Effects of the undercarriage gyroscopic, and 
coriolis forces is summarised in table XIV where upper 
bounds of these terms are compared with a nominal variation 
in the undercarriage ground force. The percentage error 
in the generalised force vector is also shown, and for 
some components of this vector (those asterisked in table XIV) 
are large. However, their effect on the aircraft acceleration 
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is estimated in table XV and compared with results of the 
taxi run where it is found for the sixth mode that the 
maximum possible error is of the order 11% at the Nose 
undercarriage. It is based on the assumption that all 
values are at their upper bound, and that the mode is in 
resonance. 
The value of shock absorber velocity is the most signifi-
cant term in this calculation, and from the results of 
taxi, for much of the time the shock absorber is locked, 
which reduces these terms by ~ factor of ten. Hence it 
is reasonable to ignore the undercarriage gyroscopic, and 
coriolis term~ 
The yawing torque ~ound from table XIV from the undercarriage 
non linear terms is insignificant and is dismissed for 
similar reasons to those of the aircraft gyroscopic terms 
during taxi. ~ffects on the undercarriage bearings is by 
inspection negligible. 
7.1.6. The Wheel Gyroscopic Torques. 
Two cases are analysed, the asymmetric landing, 
and the three dimensional taxi run, (reference section 8). 
Using upper bounds from these cases for the wheel rotation-
al velocities, then for a fully extended undercarriage the 
percentage change in sliding fr~ction force due to the 
wheel gyroscopic torque, is less than 0.1%. In the landing 
case a direct comparison with the bearing forces was used, 
and in the taxi case the frictional force was compared 
with 5% of the undercarriage mean static load. Thus in 
both landing and taxi it is justifiable to ignore these 
terms. 
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7.2 A THREE DIMENSIONAL SMALL PERTURBATION MODEL 
7.2.1. General 
Sections 7.1.1. through 7.1.6. have discussed the 
effect of cross coupling terms which result from assuming 
large rotations. With pessimistic assumptions it was 
shown that all these terms are small and could be ignored 
for taxi manoeuvres. Thus the following assumptions are 
introduced for the small perturbation mathematical model. 
·i) All rotations and displacements are small 
ii) The effect of wheel accelerations about their 
axle are ignored. 
It will be shown that a direct consequence of the first 
assumpt1on is that all gyroscopic, coriolis, and second 
order modal coupling terms are eliminated and that the 
equations of motion derived in Appendix 3 can be reduced 
to the simple form by discarding these terms. 
7.2.1.1. The aircraft. 
The coordinates of a point in the aircraft are given by 
xi = X0 + L(x + D'j,l 
But since the rotations are small then 
L :: I + 0 
-03 02 
03 0 -01 
( 1'17) 
-02 01 0 
Ignoring second order small quantities the coordinates of 
a point on the aircraft become 
.( 11$) 
Hence the velocity of a point is 
Xi = Xo + tx ~ + D~ (119) 
and the kinetic energy of the aircraft 
-k J l x: x. + z x: r} -t z x: ])"' 
' 
+ ~T ;: f.,~ + z fi(Dc~ T ~1BD~]( dv 
(120) 
V 
80 
The partial differentials ()]A = o, where j = iX~, q,\ '}1 } 
ilj 
and ';>I. is a linear function with constant coefficients 
cf~ 
hence no nonlinear terms resulting from the time derivative 
of this function occur. Thus all gyroscopic, coriolis, 
first and second order nonlinearities are zero. 
7.2.1.2 The undercarriage. 
The coordinates of a point on the undercarriage are 
where ot = E'} the rotation at the lower bearing due to q 
the aircraft modes 
and 
<><'\' = rtM~IJ [~ -~ ] r~T~ -~~u] 
0 ~"TV - '\-'-" 
l e'\• 
The displacement of the undercarriage qw is assumed to be 
perturbed about a mean value qw hence write 
'\.-~ = 'L + &1 .. 
Thus ignoring second order small quantities 
• 
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(122) 
(123) 
( 124) 
If we write the modal displacement at the undercarriage 
pivot 
then, 
Hence, 
X~~., - X. + f(xt-~~L(u+tJI ~ + (D,. .f J... ~"f E) i 
4 1._ ~:~qJ [: -~ Jr1r .. -~.t>.J + ) .... "9L-.' 
V • 
0 
- 'trv -'1-• '{,v 
l}'f". ~1w (125) 
Where 
( 126) 
( 127) 
Thus the Kinetic Energy of an Undercarriage is 
I •1 • I . ~ l (, X,.,( d.v. ... 2.. 
V 
( 128) 
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If we write the equations in terms of a vertical motion 
of the undercarriage, and eliminate ~q then, let 
I'"· 
z ....... ~[o c 1] x._, (129) 
s1-<·= .i ~ z ..... - (o 0 1][xo...- :>::, +q, .,_])"'1 Aun 
. + x~ l ~r· rL \· 4,, 1[~vn :~ .. ) r~ ·· ~ J [ ~::~ ~::1] 
'\w e1t 
+ Xx+<Hlu.9w cp 11 (130) 
Equation (130) may be used together with equation (125) in 
(128). The motion of a bogie can be written in similar 
way let the absolute rotation of the bogie about the under-
carriage pivot axis be ~6 then the coordinates of a point 
on the bogie assuming small displacements are 
( 131) 
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For which the velocity is 
X, = X o f ~ (-u ) .. ~~ ) ) . ~ + :D~ ;\ - ~"-E ~ 
'\" 
(132) 
Note if a wheel is included then the equation, and velocity 
of a point in the wheel is obtained by replacing o.tb by cf> ... ~ 
the rotation of the wheel about its axle. 
Thus kinetic energy of the bogie is 
- I f oT ' '~ ~ z ) X~, X~,(d ... 
• 
(133) 
7.2.1.3 The strain energy. 
This comprises that in the aircraft, the undercarriage 
sliding cylinder, (by virtue of its internal mechanism) 
and similarly that of a bogie. 
Thus 
where 
7.2.1.4 
ol~ 
.. I -r("'k). a O(br 
o.<br = b(b -(~o 0 1i<f> -1- hl + J.....x\'} 
The dissipation of the aircraft 
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(134) 
I 
(135) 
(136) 
7.2.1.5 The potential energy of the aircraft and undercarriages. 
where the volume integrals ~~ , V~ , "· are taken over the 
aircraft, undercarriages, and bogie respectively. 
7.2.1.6 The virtual work. 
These comprise aerodynamic, undercarriage and bogie, 
damping and friction forces, and that due to the constraint 
forces. 
Sw = S(~ ~ SrjJ1 . .Mj_ + t siT D\r 1:! ct ... + IlS( ~w -t Sc/l:. r:. .. ) 
w 
Where the undercarriage friction force 
rr-2. ,_)~,_ ( .. -")'h] ~ ; t) t \IL .... + T.. ~ T't .... + lW 
the displacement of a wheel axle 
xl\w = 
(137) 
(138) 
(139) 
-+ "Ji ~ - 1> -+ t{, fro ( 4 -t E. "\ + 1. ... ~'\J 1""• 1] 
('(x ... + "'\w) r~""'l I..J ~ <140> 
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Note if the wheel is not on a bogie then X 0.., = o , and 
the motion of the axle is that of the undercarriage pivot. 
The rotation of a wheel is 
~ tp.,. J o l -1. [ <f> + E "'\- + ~ .. <>l'\' 1 * l cfi 1 (141) 
The Aerodynamic forces are given in Appendix 3(section 3.8.3). 
7.2.1.7 The forces acting on a wheel. 
'In Appendix 3 both the sliding and rolling wheel forces 
have been described. In this section only the latter is 
assumed. These are based on the results of reference 47. 
Thus 
0 
~h<N + ~~ -t E~ + [o o 1] 1,...."''\' 
7'hw 
In general 
• 0 Y;,w ..1l- Yo 
'{w 
= <Pt + E.j 9- +to 1 o] Lo£,<-
The vertical force is a function of tyre deflection 
and thus the horizontal force in the 
The force in the fore and aft direction is due to the 
rolling resistance of the tyre and wheel, or the effect of 
braking. In the case of rolling resistance the moment 
about the axle is absorbed by work on the tyre in rolling 
whereas in the case of a braked wheel the brake moment 
acts at the wheel axle, and is balanced by a fore and aft 
force at the ground. 
Thus 
= where /r is the rolling resistance 
or = -F where F is the brake torque MT/(Zhwi - Zgi) MT 
(142) 
< 143 r 
(144) 
( 145) 
(146) 
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The moments acting on the wheel are from reference 47. 
Fmx = 0 for rolling resistance 
= FMT for brake torque 
Fmy = Fxi (Zgi - 2hwi) 
Fmz = M~ ~ - Fyi (Zhwi - z .) g~ 'i 
The parameters N p , and M~ are functions of tyre pressure 
vertical deflection, tyre diameter, and width. Reference 
47 cites empirical relationships for these values which in 
the absence of measured data provide a 
mation to the simple tyre properties. 
reasonable approxi-
The effects of re-
laxation length, and kinematic rollin~ of a tyre which 
introduce an infinite differential equatio•, are ignored 
(147) 
(148) 
(149) 
because they are more relevant to the study of wheel oscillation 
and are related in general to frequencies much higher 
than that of the taxi problem discussed here. 
7.2.1.8 The final equations 
Substituting the energy terms of equations (120), (128), 
(133), (134), (136), (137), and the expression for virtual 
work, equation (138), into Lagranges equations, carrying 
out the differentials and taking the limit as q . , tD q . -> 0 c~ r c~ 
over the sum of all components the equations may be written 
A X +(~) + B = G 0 0 0 0 (150) 
~ 
.. q 
qwi 
.. 
O(bj 
and for the constraint forces. 
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x. ~ l~) 
~ 
~ 
1w. 
The above term is 
repeated for each 
undercarriage 
where for convenience the transformation of the dissipation 
and strain energy terms are represented by the vectors B0 
and B1 , similarly the virtual work by the vectors G0 
and G1 • Expressions defining all elements of the matrices 
are given in Appendix 6. 
7.2.2. Choice Of A Coordinate System 
In the equations of motion for the complete aircraft both 
those developed in Appendix 3' and in this Section have 
used some coordinates which describe relative motions with 
the result that the inertia terms are coupled, ie the 
mass matrix A
0 
has off diagonal terms. The solution of 
the equations (150) and (151) requires an inversion of A
0
• 
Whereas this is now constant, unless particular attention 
is paid to the coordinate system used then a complete 
matrix multiplication is required for each evaluation of 
the acceleration vector. Alternatively if these equations 
are solved using an analogue computer then the formulation 
is unpracticable and it is necessary to use a coordinate 
system or transformation which diagonalises A • A second 
0 
difficulty which confronts an a~ogue solution is the 
effect of inertia terms contributing towards the value of 
the constraint forces in equation (151) which are then 
used in the undercarriage friction terms of equation (150). 
The first objective therefore is to diagonalise the inertia 
matrix of equation (151). In the equation (151) if the 
motion of all undercarriage variables, and forces acting 
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( 151) 
on the system are zero, that is equation 151 is reduced 
to the free body vibration of the aircraft, with attached 
undercarriage masses then we can obtain a set of normal 
modes which provide a transformation which diagonalises 
the resulting ~tLb«ti.l.b::Lll [A~ .. i,j = 1, 2, 3; and corre-
, 2.1 "'J 
sponds to:-
(i) Taking axes at the centre of gravity of the 
total aircraft and undercarriage mass 
(ii) Taking aircraft reference axes which are 
coincLdent with the principal axes of inertia 
of the complete aircraft and undercarriage 
system 
(iii) Using a set of normal modes which includes the 
effect of the undercarriage mass distribution. 
These conditions are defined in the definition of the 
_SL\.bm?-trtces 
There remain therefore off diagonal undercarriage mass 
terms in A • 
0 
In addition to choosing a coordinate system which diagonal-
ises the aircraft rigid body, X, ~. and flexural motions 
q, it is possible to extend this to the complete coordinate 
system. Since A is symmetric 
0 
= 
where ol is a lower triangular matrix, with a unit diagonal, 
and~ is diagonal. 
- Thus a transformation 
t X ~ cs 
' 
(152) 
cp 
'1 
~4~-
!X.b. ) 
can be used to produce 
Jv\. 11 = {l [ E't.- e:.., - j ~'er~)] - Ji\. i''[ ~] (153) 
= J-'[A,[ ( f'1 "'~- B\- c1,1 (154) 
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where 
-I 
1 ~ 0 0 0 
( 0 0 
I D 
l 
- 4=!- h)/c rn +~.,. ).r 0 
0 0 
- (m "'1"'- f +h]/(rntcp.r 0 
0 
Yr 
~ 
The above banded terms 
are repeated for each 
undercarriage. 
and subject to the condition 
C>+n 
(155) 
I ( L J. . .M. ~ i ) - '1. + 0 o .1 < Zr ~fJ J.l G+nH,j Jj c,~O·H utlltl if &a = 0 ' and .... 
then (« 0'\-wi = 0 
The variables in the terms of G
0
, c1 , B0 , B1 all depend 
naturally on the original vector X, and its derivatives. 
The amount of computational effort in generating these 
vectors for the general case, is approximately the same 
whether an absolute coordinate system, or relative co-
ordinate system is used. Comparing the computational 
effort required using the above transformation with that 
of the original equations; shows that 5 i(6tn) (where i is 
(156) 
the number of undercarriages, and n the number of aircraft 
modes)multiply and add operations are required for in-
version, and generation of coordinate and derivative vectors, 
compared with 2i(6+n). All other operations are common to 
both formulations. Hence in the general case the natural 
(former) coordinate system is optimal in terms of numerical 
effort. Thus equations 150, 154 and 155 should be solved 
using the above ( l>- 1 .!v'C1 f 1 decomposition with co-
ordinates which diagonalise the aircraft rigid body and 
flexural motions. The inversion is limited to operations 
with all non zero terms in i 
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The terms in J. , ..Al, G
0
, G1 , B0 , B1 , are given in Appendix 
(G), and equations 135, 139 through 145 provide subsidiary 
equations used for evaluating the solution. 
The initial conditions assumed for taxi, take off, or 
landing; are static equilibrium. Thus another simplifi-
cation is to eliminate these terms from the equations of 
motion. This may be achieved by assuming all variables 
to be purturbed about a mean value. Note the undercarriage 
variable has already been perturbed and is thus excluded. 
An important point about this.process is that the equations 
are not linearised, but a change of origins used to elimi-
nate unnecessary constants. Thus the essential nonlinear-
arities are preserved. 
Hence let ~= x ... s~. 4= q;.Sct' i = t .j. s1 ) o<~: ""~· s,b 
and the following derivative terms 
x. = x ..d x, , 4> = 4> + ~ ~ 
Thus the initial conditions t = o, are that the vector 
I (x,r T l o , Scp , 
and its first derivative are zero. In the case of the 
shock absorber friction term, 
. 
and for our purposes <jw, /1'\..,_1 
initial conditions only. 
this becomes a special case 
is put to zero for the 
Hence using equations 153 to 156 
.. 
Sx. 
s~ 
&'1 
~1w, 
d~.J 
(157) 
(158) 
(159) 
(160) 
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where for the constant terms 
and 
o - &. -B.- i ..M. f [ i l 
T" - 1" [ B, -c;, - A'l H 
The terms in 3 t;r !=.; (T:-) 1 can be expanded in terms of the 
bearing force perturbations. 
Thus from equation 159 
detailed derivation of the perturbation terms are given in 
Appendix ( 6 ) • 
7.2.3. Particular Cases. 
(161) 
( 162) 
(163) 
The equations of motion developed in section 7.2.1.-7.2.2 
viz equations 118 to 160, with detailed definition of 
terms in Appendix 6 are very general and have included 
all undercarriage geometrical parameters. Whereas these 
are relevant, for the SST studied, many of these parameters 
are simple, or zero. For example the undercarriages are 
perpendicular to the ground plane when the aircraft is 
stationary and in equilibrium; and the aircraft axes are 
approximately coincident with the reference axes directions. 
Finally the aircraft offsets at 1 u, are zero. If these 
values are introduced into the equations of motion, and 
equation 130 is used to eliminate the relative shock ab-
sorber motion S~wt in terms of the remaining perturbed 
motions, and the vertical motion of the aircraft pivot oz~· 
then using equations 120 to 163 A0 becomes completely 
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uncoupled. The terms arising in the various matrices are 
given in Appendix 6. 
If the lateral forces are ignored then the friction 
term is limited to that of the seals in the undercarriage 
and thus the equation determining the undercarriage bear-
ing forces may be ignored. 
\ 
Similar two dimensional symmetric mathematical models may 
be developed directly from equations 120 to (163) by 
equating all aircraft antisymmetric motions X, rj;,, and cp) 
to zero, and eliminating the aircraft antisymmetric modes. 
The ground profile is therefore assumed symmetric about 
the YOZ reference plane. Pairs of undercarriages which 
are symmetrically disposed about the aircraft YOZ plane can 
therefore be represented by an equivalent single under-
carriage. For example let i, and i+1 be a symmetrical 
pair of undercarriages then the translation elements 
- ])"(c"l 
= -lu.r!.(c~•) 
!X:bwi = 
and the antisymmetric rotational elements 
All other symmetric parameters'of the undercarriages are 
identical. 
Using these values in the equations 140 to ' 149 results 
in F . = -F . Xl. Xl. 
( 164) 
(165) 
[;:;l =- [~:;tTt ( 166) 
and an identical part of terms existing in equations 150 
for the ith, and i+lth undercarriage part. Similarly in 
equation 151 values of the bearing forces are identical except 
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for T. UH = - \LU l-+t 
' 
- - T,.IA, l.-+t 
Hence those for undercarriages may be represented by an 
equivalent unit by multiplying the symmetric terms by 
two, and eliminating all antisymmetric aircraft rigid 
( 167) 
body motions. Antisymmetric motions on the undercarriages 
are retained in order to correct by calculate the corre-
sponding lateral forces. 
The equations corresponding to the model are given in 
Appendix 6. 
7.2.3.1 The undercarriage friction term. 
This has been assumed a simple function of the under-
carriage resultant bearing forces, plus a contribution 
from the shock absorber seals. The former term is usually 
associated with an approximate coefficient of friction of 
0.05 ~ ~~ 0.08, and the latter term of the order 5% of 
/ 
the static shock absorber spring curve force. The manner 
in which this is formulated in the solution depends upon 
the type of computer used for the solution. For example 
on a digital it is simple to sign the friction with the 
• 
sign of the shock absorber velocity 9•• and to treat 
its behaviour at zero velocity by accepting a small error 
• in 9 Thus the condition of equation (\56) becomes, 
''I•. b•n 
if \qw,\<E, and \( \' Ao ') xl)-E<o .+Be -l<z»"r;;.ci'...) \ .L (<.o+n·H. ... (o;r\+l "-'+ntl. / l. 
.. . 
J~l 
then ~"' = 0, and ~"''- = 0 where c; is given an arbitrary 
small value. Alternatively this may be achieved in an 
analogue computer by providing a diode function generator 
in conjunction with a high gain. 
This is equivalent to introducing a very high damping 
constant for very small values of 1~~ A similar approach 
can be adopted for the digital computer by representing 
• 
the region about 1w: = 0 by an analytical function. For 
example this was adopted for simplicity in the three and 
two dimensional small purturbation computer programme by 
the tests. 
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otherwise ( 168) 
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7. 3 THE LIMITATIONS IN RESTRICTING THE PROBLEI1 TO THE TWO 
DIMENSIONAL SYMMETRIC CASE. 
7.3.1 General 
To gain an insight into the manner in which symmetric and 
antisymmetric components combine, assume that the system 
can be linearised, then the motion can be expressed in 
terms of its symmetric and antisymmetric modes. It is 
also convenient to assume that the input function ~i:) 
to the system can be expressed in terms of a distributed 
frequency function. 
Thus 
ti\ F: 
• l~ 
which can be written symbolically as 
\ ~:1 ~ \\-1, (,'{). ]): ~ -\.1,.l~) 
L~ H (S) .Ii r-.: () 
- • !"< - _, 
(169) 
Where H (,S') ; '"Ctllo::!' + zs•"\,w.,S -t-Mll'Jo~l 
\, j ~ ( 170) 
SJ = d:fcltj j • A, 2., ••• 
Suffix s, and A refer to the symmetric and anti-symmetric 
modes respectively. 
7.3.2 The Fatigue Damage 
As in Equation 91 of Section 3 the stress 0' at a point j 
is given by 
= 
- (171) 
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and thus using Equation (170) in Equation (171) 
( 172) 
From which the damage 
d.j L (.- /N:; reference Equation 92 Section 3. 
0 
The value N~ may be expressed in terms of the applied 
stress amplitude I 6 I, and a constant <11 (411 t i.e. 
o{ 
.I la-t l 
l'iu "' \ ' 'I~ I I 
(173) 
The modes of vibration of an aircraft are not significantly 
damped and therefore within the frequency spectrum of )\.t) 
there will be recognisable resonances. Although the system 
has an infinite number of modes, those significantly excited 
are the first fifteen [3]. It ~s therefore convenient to 
express the expansion of 0'(1:) about the resonan~frequencies 
w., • The component of cyclic stress I Ci~ I at frequency c.J,, 
may be obtained from its power spectral density S (<.0,) , 
1S' 
and its frequency bandwidth ~w • 
t 1
1 
0'" S (w ) • f::.w I[ " 
( 174) 
and from 
spectrum 
Equation ( 172 ;may 
S (w) i.e. 
be expressed in terms of the input 
3 
(175) 
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The corresponding number of cycles 
w.,T I 27t 
d. -j T 2:1' 
• Hence the damage 
\' 
L. 
n 
o( 
I Cl' I 
" 
during time T is 
(176) 
From Equations(175)and(176)it is evident that the fatigue 
damage comprises both symmetric and antisymmetric components 
of the motion, together with their cross products. 
7.3.3. The Ride Criter~on 
From Equation 90 Section 3 
* 7:- •
l 
dv c\.l-
( 177) 
and substituting in Equations 89 for the symmetric and 
antisymmetric components of motion 
x* = 
r _, f 1{'1 ~ (,S' ~ \. :q • ))~ ll t 
( 178) 
Note JD(l is a matrix of distributed functions of position. 
If we assumed that all points are equally important in the 
aircraft, or alternatively only one point is considered, 
' say the pilots cockpit, then the weighting function is 
unity. For an aircraft, the excitation in the fore and aft 
direction is usually negligible, and thus only vertical and 
lateral motions are then of any consequence. Further for 
the symmetric modes the X component of motion, for the 
passengers, is zero, and for the antisymmetric modes 
-J::>~ (-x,~,a) 
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Using these assumptions and properties, substituting from 
EquationJ77 in}78, the integral~of the modal cross pro-
ducts are zero and the ride criterion be.c.oMes :-
i 
= 
-lt 
(179) 
Finally using Equation (170) and distinguishing between 
the modal displacements at F and those of the passengers 
by adding a suffix r to the latter, Equation (179) becomes 
( 180) 
The total cost function is the weig~d sum of the components 
of fatigue damage and ride viz Equations 175, 176 and 180. 
Though the aircraft is symmetric about the fore and aft plane 
~ 0 ~ , only in the case of the ride criterion do the two 
components of motion ~' , §, separate distinctly. This, of 
course, is a consequence of the assumption implicit in 
Equation 89, Section 3 and hence, in Equation 178 above. It 
is possible to postulate that only if the antisymmetric 
components are negligible is a two dimensional symmetric 
model relevant. Whereas this may be true for the ride 
function i~ will not be true for the fatigue damage criterion. 
Thus only if the fatigue damage criterion is unimportant, 
is a two dimensional symmetric model relevant. 
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8.0 RESULTS 
8.1 PRELIMINARY VALIDATION OF THE FULL DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
The landing case was chosen as the most viable means of 
verifying the validity of the digital computer programme, 
because the various terms contributing to the dynamic behaviour 
of the system separately dominate at various phases of the 
transient behaviour. A simple single undercarriage "no pitch" 
landing was evaluated and compared with similar results obtained 
by C.G.B.Mitchel}1unpublished - private communication). 
Minor differences exist in the data used by Mitchell, and that 
of this report. These are tyre, and shock absorber data shown 
in figures 23 and 24, and the value of aircraft mass, however, 
this last parameter is encompassed by several results shown 
on figure 25. These, and others,were normalised by that of 
the reference solution, and the significant points compared 
tn fig.26, where the results are shown to agree within 1%. 
The equations of motion for this simple system can be 
reduced to 
Mz = Fc'Jtw' ~.) 
MS<~~~- -t\~Ms.). f:"~.IJ~") +- R(-(z.+~w)) 
where 
F(q 1"') = ~ lw -t f=c~w) + ~boo ~w I ~w I - G4 ~3w 
,., J 1~1 
R(-Cz.4-))the vertical tyre reaction at displacement 
-(t. + 1--) and F,. the friction force in the shock absorber. 
The values 1600.0, and 64.0, were damping coefficients used 
23 by Mitchell, and no attempt is made to justify their value, 
or the existence of the latter damping term 
Comparing the variation of vertical reaction with time 
in figure 25, a minor shift in time between the reference 
solution and others, at the beginning of the transient, 
to be 
can be shownAdue to the differences in the tyre data used for 
the solutions. Reference figure 23, the tyre stiffness for 
reactions greater than 75000lb are equal, thus if the tyre 
data of this report were referred to a different origin 
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( 181) 
viz: R ( -("z.+~w)) 
of R ';> 75000lb. 
these curves would be coincident at values 
Initially, for values of time up to that 
of the first peak reaction there is very little change in the 
aircraft vertical velocity. If this assumption is introduced 
into the above equations of motion then for a limited period 
of time 
ft\ "' - [M~ l'11 1· F (~w 1 ~w ) + R ( - cZ.I: + '\-w- a.) ) 
Hence compared "'tit a tyre curve which does not have a displaced 
origin there will be a time lag of the transient of (OL/z
0
) 
This is consistent with the results shown on figure 25. 
Similarly figures 27 and 28 show that the shock absorber 
travel, up to a time of C= 0.03 secs., is small compared with 
the vertical aircraft travel Hence there should be a 
shift in the results of vertical reaction R, and aircraft 
travel , which is verified on figure 29. 
The difference in total energy due to the difference in 
aircraft mass between the reference solution and that of this 
report, is consistent with the differences in area under the 
curves on figure 29. 
Figure 30 shows the variation in the shock absorber 
velocity with time for two results with aircraft mass close, 
to that of Mi tchell. 23 A nonlineari ty 
(182) 
due to friction at the end of the compression stroke, of the 
shock absorber, is exhibited ate= 0.28secs •. to,t= 0.35secs also 
agrees, and overall there is general corroboration of the 
results. 
It is concluded that numerical differences in the results 
can be attributed to the solution process, and that the 
mathematical models are consistent. 
To provide an independent computational check the equations 
of motion were represented on an analogue computer, and the 
results of reaction versus time compared. F~gure 22 shows a 
comparison of results with and without the effects of tyre 
damping, computed by both digital and analogue computer. The 
analogue computation, >ecause of the computation of the damo·ing 
term, was only valid for--the compressive stroke. 
Results show general aqreement, and differences are attributed to 
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the methods of computation. 
Finally the opening remarks of this section are demonstrated 
by the results conta~ned in figures 22,25, 27 - 30. 
The principal data used for this section are given in 
Table XVI. 
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8.2 AN ASYI~I1ETRIC AIRCRAFT LANDING USING THE FULL DIGITAL C011PUTER 
PROGRAr1ME 
Figure 31 shows the deterministic runway dat~ relevant 
to results of an asymmetric land~ng shown in figures 32 - 119 
inclusive. It is limited to that of a single track used at 
each wheel but consistent positions of the wheels, relative 
to the runway data were used. Data relevant to these results 
are appended to
1
and comprise,aircraft rigid body data, normal 
mode data describing six symmetric modes, and six anti-symmetric 
modes, three undercarriages, two of which have a bogie. 
The case considered was a landing at lOft/sec.vertical aircraft 
velocity in a positive pitch, and bank attitude. Essential 
features of the results are: 
i) The effects of each undercarriage, and their 
discontinuities can be seen on the behaviour 
of the aircraft rigid body velocities Figs.32-37 
ii) Only the first four symmetric modes show significant 
excitation, of which the first mode has three 
times the amplitude of the remainder. ref.Figs.65-76 
iii)Of the antisymmetric modes, the second Fig. 72 
shows significant excitation 
iv) The computation was terminated before the nose 
undercarriage touched down, hence the rotational 
velocity of the nose undercarriage wheel, Fig.54, 
because it is measured relative to the undercarriage, 
exhibits a small osciLlatory behaviour resulting 
from the aircraft rigid body, and modal rotation 
at the nose undercarriage. 
v) Figures 55 to 58 inclusive record the rotational 
velocity of the starboard and port bogie wheels. 
'Spin up' is followed by a small amplitude decaying 
oscillation for all wheels, and is similar in character 
with that of their relevant bogie rotation, refErence 
figures 79 and 80 respectively. 
vi) The undercarriage displacements figures 77 and 78 
follow an expected pattern of which the effects of 
sticktion are evident. 
Comparing the behaviour of the shock absorber velocities 
in the vicinity of their maximum strokes (reference figures 
50 and 51) with that of the simple one-dimensional te~t case 
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Fig.ao they show similar characteristics, particularly Fig.50. 
Oscillations superimposed on the general trend of this 
vertical reaction force at each wheel (Figs. 83,86,89 and 92) 
can be correlated with the frequency of the runway surface 
data on figure 311. 
Superimposed oscillations on other wheel forces and 
moments, of the same frequency, can similarly be related to 
the runway surface through their dependency on the wheel 
vertical reaction (reference figures 81, 84, 87, 91). 
The discontinuous nature of the wheel yawing moments 
(Figures 95, 98, 101, 104) raises some doubts and can be 
attributed to the limiting conditions of wheel rolling and 
sliding, written into the ground forces subroutine of the 
programme. However, apart from its effect being transmitted 
to the torque link forces (figures 114 and 119), this does 
not have a serious effect on the overall behaviour. 
The internal forces acting at the undercarriage bearings 
figures 105-119 correlate with the applied forces and moment 
and at the undercarriage wheels, figures (81-104). However, 
those existing at the nose undercarriage reflect the inertial 
loading caused by the aircraft rigid body and flexural motion, 
since this unit is not in contact with the ground. 
Noticeably absent is significant magnification of wheel 
spin up loads in the fore and aft direction of the bearings 
common to simple telescopic units - • This is due to the 
drag forces being minimised by the bogie, in that the rear 
wheel is spun up prior to touch down of the second wheel. 
Further the frequency of wheel drag load applications is not 
close to the period of any mode. 
The time to compute this solution was not available 
however, it was known to be considerable. Reason for this 
was reduction in the time interval (used in the solution) by 
the Runge-Kutta-Merson process due to the number of discontin-
uities in the motion. Clearly the results show that it is 
unnecessary to include wheel 
after their initial spin up. 
motions from the solution of 
drag force, and wheel motions 
It is possible to omit these 
the simple taxying problem. 
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8. 3 ,THE THREE DIMENSIONAL Sr1ALL PERTURBATION TAXI RUN 
8.3.1 General 
The most simple form of the three dimensional mathematical 
model was used to compute the response of aircraft 'A' Tables VI - IX 
traversing a runway during take-off. The model comprised all 
six rigid body freedoms of the aircraft, plus twelve aircraft 
modes (six symmetric, and six anti-symmetric), representing 
the aircraft structure. The undercarriage units were assumed 
perpendicular to the aircraft reference axis, and joined to 
the aircraft structure via nonlinear spring and damper units. 
In the case presented each main undercarriage also incorporated 
a bogie, limited to two wheels, and ·Connected to the under-
carriage pivot via a nonlinear torsion spring and damper unit. 
Undercarriage friction, and sticktion was represented by 
making it a function of the undercarriage stroking velocity. 
Data for undercarriage friction in the computer programme used, 
(version 3), allowing friction to be proportional to the shock-
absorber spring curve load, plus a constant value. 
is assumed twice the normal friction value. 
The frictional representation was: 
Sticktion 
for I ~w l z o • 7_(05 J ~ 
I '\·., I > o .u,s J F.-
t •·o + rs•n (Ao•o"\) lF<y ... ) 
{ A·o + / q-~~ ~w 1 I F(cy,.) 
A disadvantage of this formulation, particularly on a digital 
computer, is that the sticktion, represented by the first 
condition, appears in the equations of motion as a high damping 
coefficient, yielding high eigen values for the shockabsorber 
motion. This induces the possibility of numerical instability, 
or alternatively, forces the equations of motion to be solved 
with a much smaller time step than would otherwise be necessary. 
8.3.2 Computing Time 
Two cases were evaluated using this technique with a 
Runge Kutta Merson process, firstly allowing the time &ep ~t 
to be reduced by a maximum of 212 , and secondly limiting the 
reduction to 25• The first case computed only 0.1 second of 
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the taxi run, whereas the second case computed 7.0 seconds of 
taxi : The total computer processing time for each run was 
600 "c.p.u" seconds of an I.B.M. 370/158. The value of b,i: 
in each case was 0.01 secs. 
These computing time characteristics were repeated in 
other cases with similar two dimensional models. Further, 
the more violent the shoe~ absorber motions, so the computational 
' 
time ~cl"ea.s~qJ sJ.nce the duration of time through which 0. 265 >~w 
is much smaller. This corroborated the expected effects of 
the friction representation on the solution process. 
8.3.3 Results Of the Take-Off 
At the commencement of a taxi run the aircraft was arranged 
in static equilibrium, on a perfectly flat surface, with the 
Nose undercarriage wheel about to enter the runway surface. 
During the taxi run the main undercarriage wheels traverse a 
perfectly flat surface, until the aircraft has moved forward 
• • 
sufficiently for them to enter the runway. 
The runway was represented by three sets of elevation 
coordinates, each set representing the runway profile at one of 
the undercarriages. Data used were obtained from reference (3) 
citing two tracks along the runway. These were assigned to 
the port and starboard undercarriages respectively, and a 
third track for the nose undercarriage was generated from the 
mean of each pair of track points. 
Results of the taxi run figures (120) to (173) showed 
that the acceleration at the nose fig.170 undercarriage was 
considerably increased when the main undercarriage "entered" 
the runway, indicating that for aircraft 'A' the main under-
carriage contributes mostly to the behaviour of the aircraft, 
at the nose undercarriage station. This is also shown in 
the symmetric modal behaviour figs.(148-152), the sixth 
symmetric mode excluded, and in the anti-symmetric modes figs. 
I -(154- 159). 
A severe vibration occurs after 5.79 seconds of take-off, 
and can be correlated with a discrete roughness in the runway 
at 326ft along its surface. Similarly the nose undercarriage 
shows only a minor disturbance when passing this point which 
corresponds to a time of 4.67 seconds - ref.figs.(173)and (174) 
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This also significantly excites the second symmetric mode 
Fig.149, the aircraft role fig.146, and the eleventh mode, 
i.e. the fifth anti-symmetric fig. 158. 
Consistent with the work of C.G.B.Mitchell (23) both 
main and nose undercarr1ages are virtualiy locked for much 
of this take-off run - ref. figs. 165 and 166. The stick 
slip motion is demonstrated by apparent sudden movement. 
Compared with the main undercarriage, figs. 168 and 169 
there is little variation in vertical ground reaction at the 
nose undercarriage, fig. 167 except that due to the rigid 
body pitching of the aircraft fig;145. Maximum peak to peak 
variation was 50% of the nose undercarriage static value. 
Normalised exceedance data for the first 7 seconds of 
taxi are shown in figures 175 and 176 however, because the 
take-off is relatively short, the value of n is given for 
max 
each curve. 
The exceedances for each main undercarriage wheel are 
different, which is consistent with small samples of each 
runway track. Data for the acceleration exceedances fig.175 
are compared with the normal distribution consistent with the 
variance of the combined main undercarriage data. Effect of 
discrete roughness is to accentuate low probability data, 
suggesting that these occurrences should be filtered out of 
the data, and the total results be the sum of the two normal 
distributions. 
Two dimensional aerodynamic data were used, since data 
for the anti-symmetric motions w~renot available. This is 
of little consequence since the maximum forward velocity of 
this computation was approximately 78ft per second, in which 
case the aerodynamic influence is only 4% of the ground forces. 
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8.4 THE: TWO DH1E:NSIONAL SYMME:TRIC SMALL PERTURBATION RE:SULTS. 
8.4.1 GenPrr~l 
In this ~ction the two dimensional deterministic behaviour of 
a rlight? aircraft (Aircraft B) Tables XVII-XX during an accelerat-
take-off from a rough runway is examlned. To simulate 
the roughness, as a first order approximation existing 
runway profile data were simply multiplied by a factor, 
and the runway surface assumed rigid. 
The variation of aircraft response for two runway roughnesses, 
a variation in aircraft modal inertia, the rigid body case, 
and a comparison of linear and non-linear undercarriage 
damping are compared. 
The deterministic results were reduced to exceedance data 
as this is a simple method of comparison, and also presents 
the probability of occurrence. Due to the runway rough-
ness chosen in all cases the nose undercarriage leaves 
the ground and hops along the ground shortly a£ter the 
beginning of motion, hence for the purpose of this com-
parison the nose undercarriage reaction exceedance data 
are omitted. Similarly because the complete motion of 
the aircraft becomes discontinuous after 7.3 seconds of 
take-off the data thereafter are of little value and hence 
the comparison is limited to this period. 
8.4.2 The E:ffect Of Runway Roughness On E:xceedance. 
Figures 177 -179show the effect of runway roughness on the 
response of Aircraft B, which included both rigid body 
and flexural motions represented by ten(10) symmetric 
generalised modes whose frequencies ranged from 1.5 Hz to 
8.2 Hz. The undercarriage included valves, and damping 
of the form ~~wi~J . Comparing the results, the variation 
in response is not directly proportional to the runway 
roughness. These data are summarised in Table XXI which 
lists the deviations of the exceedances. Similar to the 
three dimensional taxi results, the effect of discrete 
roughness in the runway causing high peaks in the response 
was noted from the raw data, and manifests itself in the 
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8.4.3 
exceedance data by augmenting the low probability values, 
such as to suggest the combination of two sets of 
probability data. For example figure 180 shows the 
comparison of raw data with two normal distributions, 
one with high peaks excluded, the other derived directly 
from the raw data. Similarly figures 181-184 show raw 
data compared with thaiC' comparable normal distribution~ 
derived directly from the raw data. 
The Effect Of Modal Inertia On Response 
The variation in response of the aircraft for two values 
of aircraft modal inertias are shown in figures 181-183 
(Other modal values viz modal displacement, and frequency 
were kept constant). The rigid body case can be shown 
to be such that the modal inertias are infinite and is 
therefore included in this comparison. The effect of 
aircraft flexibility on the aircraft response is signi-
ficant, however there is not so large a change in air-
craft reaction with modal inertia as compared with that 
of aircraft acceleration, demonstrated by results plotted 
on figures 185-187 and the deviations of these data given in 
Table XXI. It should be noted that the rigid body case 
gives a lower number of exceedances, and hence response. 
However this should not be confused with the dominant 
frequency of the response which was higher for the rigid 
body case than that which included the aircraft flexual 
modes. 
8. 4. 4 _ Optimum Damping For A Linear Damped Undercarriage. 
Reference 24 showed that a marginal reduction in taxi 
response could be obtained by using a linear (viscous) 
undercarriage damping in place of the conventional non-
linear (turbulent) damper. Thus the damping law was 
changed to the form ?..& , however the variation in damping 
I' >I due to the undercarriage valve was retained as this would 
provide a direct comparison, and also would remain 
consistant with the original design. Further a whole 
range of undercarriage damping values were examined in 
an effort to obtain an optimum value which would minimise 
the aircraft response. 
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Whereas previous exceedance results do not always compare 
favourably with a normal distribution in that they tend 
to be lepto kurtic this is not a serious deficiency, and 
the deviation of their data is a reliable parameter to 
compare their relative behaviour. F~gure 188 shows the 
variation of various exceedance deviations with under-
carriage damping these are: 
~~~ Main undercarriage reaction 
Ozm Acceleration at the main undercarriage 
Oz,, Acceleration at the nose undercarriage 
~I Maximum pitch response 
These results show that it is possible to minimise the 
response. However the optimum for one parameter does 
not correspond with that of the remainder. For all 
practical purposes the pitch optimum corresponds to that 
of the nose undercarriage acceleration optimum, and a 
significant increase in aircraft damping is required to 
achieve this. 
8.4.5 Comparison Of Linear And Turbulent Damping, 
From the results obtained it is possible to draw a 
comparison between the two forms of damping for the rigid 
body case, Comparison of the deviations in tables XXI 
-XXII show that the nonlinear results are almost 
optimum for the nose undercarriage, but are significantly 
worse,for the main undercarriage. (Values obtained from 
Table XXI are bracketed in Table XXII. 
It is possible to obtain an equivalence between nonlinear 
and viscous damping by equating the time averaged energy 
absorbtion, however, the relation is only true for one 
value of runway roughness and is therefore of limited 
value. The effectiveness of the nonlinear damper is 
demonstrated by the increase in damping of linear damping 
over its nominal value to attain these deviations. 
Alternatively the optimum is unlikely to change signifi-
cantly with the linear case and thus for lower values of 
runway roughness a significant increase in undercarriage 
nonlinear damping would be required to be comparable to 
the optimum and linear case. 
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9. -FORMULATION OF THE HYBRID COr1PUTER r10DEL 
9.1 GENERAL 
In earlier sections, Secbons ( 6 & 8 ) it was shown, 
and demonstrated with both the complete solution of the 
taxi problem, and the most simple two dimensional symmetric 
model that computing times for a complete landing or 
take-off are so large as to render their use in a 
deterministic optimisation procedure impracticable. 
For example even the most simple two dimensional model 
requires approximately 20 c.p.u. (central processor unit) 
minutes, on an IBM 370/158 digital computer. This can 
be significantly reduced by using an analogue computer 
and coupling relevant outputs to a digital computer, 
which would perform the optimisation. The amount of 
computation in the Optimisation process is by comparison 
insignif~cant. Two way communication tetween the 
computers is required. First the analogue machine will 
require initialising, as also will the optimisation 
parameters; starting, and stopping. Second the digital 
machine requires to read values a the 'cost function', 
or sample at equal time intervals various outputs from 
the analogue, from which the cost function can be 
calculated. 
This is possible with a hybrid computer, and the following 
sections examined its feasibility and present a solution. 
9.2 THE HYBRID COMPUTER CONFIGURATION 
The functions carried out by each computer are shown in 
figure (20). However, there are several alternative 
arrangements of input and output data channels which 
influence their choice. Major considerations are 
availability of equipment, storage space, and accuracy. 
The equipment available at Loughborough University of 
Technology for forming a hybrid computer are a Ferranti 
7~·7(; 
Argus digital computer, and two analogue computers, an,· 
17 78 
E.A.L. 48, and an s.C.60. The analogue machines incur 
a scaling problem, in that the former operates over a 
range of + 10 v, and the latter + 100V. 
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The Argus computer has a core capacity of 8,192 ,rwenty~u~-
bit words,and an internal clock providing timed interupts, 
ten analogue to digital, (A/D) and ten digital to 
analogue (D/A) input and output channels respectively. 
Conventional operating input and output to the digital 
computer is via punched paper tape, and a tele-type or 
punched paper tape respectively. The machine can be 
programmed in three computer languages, machine code, 
75 76 
Astral, or Auto code; and uses both fixed and floating 
point arithmetic. 
The analogue machines complement of equipments are 
listed in table XXIII and hgures 189 through 201 show 
analogue computer flow diagrams which simulate a two 
dimensional symmetric mathematical model. Because 
of the compliments of equipment on each machine it is 
convenient to site the rigid body dynamics of the air-
craft and under carriages in the s.c.GO, and place the 
modal behaviour of the problem ~n the E.A.L.48. 
9.3 INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA LINES. 
Communication with, and between the two forms of 
computer are shown in tablesXXIV and XXV. Because of the 
limited number of D/A lines available it is necessary 
to choose between using the digital computer to store, 
and transmit runway profile data to the analogue during 
the computation; and employing a third pheripheral 
device, a magnetic tape unit, to fulfil this function. 
Table XXVI shows the alternative methods of storing the 
runway data within the digital computer. 
Precomputing runway data for direct output during the 
computation leads to an unacceptably large storage demand 
even if the dynamics are solved in real time. 
Storing all the data for a runway transverse and outputing 
data to the nearest point leads to greater errors than 
that of using an interpolation process within the digital 
machine. The most simple comparison for accuracy is 
to compare the frequency of sampling runway data points, 
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with that of an equivalent digital computer solution. 
The digital solution is far more accurate, profile data 
being sampled at .00025 sec intervals compared with 
0.00035 sec of the Hybrid. However, if the analogue 
is run at ten times real time then this result is 
reversed. 
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9.4 MAGNETIC TAPE STORAGE OF RUNWAY DATA 
The storage capacity of this device for the purposes of 
this problem is virtually unlimited. 
Pre-Generation of the runway data on the magnetic tape 
can be achieved in two ways. First, to use a wholly-
digital computer method, in which, the position of the 
aircraft is computed in the digital machine and corres-
ponding runway height data transmitted to the magnetic 
tape units. Second, to use the analogue computer to 
compute the runway position, monitor and sample it by the 
digital, compute and then bansmit corresponding runway 
height data to the magnetic tape. 
If the two methods are compared, a simple Runge Kutta 
process solving the runway position of the aircraft, and 
then using a linear interpolation process to compute 
runway height results in a computing time of 431 milli-
seconds in auto code instructions and about 22 milliseconds 
in ASTRAL. A typical set of instructions are given inFigures 
202 -- 205 with decoding annotation and timing. Thus 
programming in ASTRAL is preferred and to obtain a set 
of sample points comparable to that of the digital computer 
solutions working at a time interval of .001 seconds 
required that the solution be time scaled to 10 times real 
time. 
Note, for Constant Velocity runs, this can be significantly 
improved by generating the runway at very slow computing 
speeds, and compensating both magnetic tape speed, and 
analogue computing speed during the optimisation runs. 
Alternatively, the magnetic tape may be generated by 
solving the dynamics on the analogue. Sampling the 
runway position followed by an internal interpolation 
process and retransmission from the digital to tape, can 
be achieved in an overall time of 3.0 millisecs per point, 
plus 15 millisecs to read the initial position;in ASTRAL. 
This is clearly preferable to that of a wholely digital 
solution. figures 204 - 205 give the required sequence in 
both ASTRAL and AUTOCODE. 
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A second type of error that occurs in generating data 
for a number of undercarriages is a synchronous error, 
due to the time lag in transmitting data for each wheel 
to its magnetic tape track channel. 
It is possible to minimise this by including the computer 
time lag and the velocity of the aircraft when interpotating. 
Thus the runway height coordinate would be computed at a 
position of 
YCt-+l) = Y + V.i(n-c) 
-t' "1" 
where ~ is the digital time lag, n the nth lag, V the 
aircraft forward velocity 
~ the ratio of solution time to real time i.e. 
To eliminate starting position errors,a generous amount 
of tape with a zero signal, (i.e. a flat surface) at both 
beginning and end of the tape should be arranged. Thus 
the overall slope of the runway would be eliminated from 
raw runway data, which has an insignificant effect on 
the results. Pre-generation of the magnetic tape 
inherently assumes that the forward motion is uncoupled 
from all others. This is not so, ~ the coupling 
during take off is weak being dependant upon the variation 
of aircraft incedence with drag and follower force effects 
of the aircraft thrust. Whereas during a braked landing, 
it is much more strongly coupled through the variation of 
brake torque \~ith vertical reaction. In the case of the 
former it is small, and the latter involves an analysis of 
the braking system which is not included here. It is 
assumed that braking systems provide a constant breaking 
force. 
A second aspect of timing is the effect of tape rewind 
time on the solution. This is of the order ten times run 
speed and therefore is expected to be small. 
A magnetic tape recorder suitable for use is a four track 
Sangamo 3soJ?with a maximum speed of 60 in/sec. Voltage 
. 79 
range of + 1 volt nom~nal, and accuracy of 46db 
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The lowest speed suitable for the runway dynamics problem 
is 7.5 in/sec at which it has a minimum frequency response 
of 25 KHz. It is possible to provide automatic tape 
stopping by using end of tape markers. However, an 
interface switch in place of the push button controls 
will be required to control start, and rewind. 
Compatibility of Operat~ng Voltage w~th that of the 
analogue equipment 1s obtain ed using the tape output first 
amplified by the EAL 48, and thereafter by the se 60. 
The overall accuracy of the runway input would then be 
of the order. 1% of 1V from the tape recorder amplified 
by 10 in the EAL 48 giving an accuracy of 1% on output to 
the se 60. 
Thus using a magnetic tape to store runway profiles 
provides the maximum number of D/A channels for optimisation 
and is prefered. 
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9. 5 ANALOGUE COI1PUTER CONTROL 
9.5.1 S.C.60 Analogue Computer 
The S.C.60 Analogue computer may be automatically switched 
between •Reset', and 'Compute' modes. This is achieved 
by switching the machine to repetative operation and 
supplying a voltage of - 10.0V or O.OV respectivly at 
terminal '00' on the patchboard. Table XXVII gives a s1mple 
analogue diagram, and instructions. 
9.5.2 E.A.L.48 Analogue Computer 
The EAL 48 also provides for 'external control by providing 
a slave switch and the introduction of an external source 
voltage. 
Thus the two analogue computers can be commanded to work in 
unison. 
9.5.3 Control Of The Magnetic Tape. 
Currently external automatic switching of this unit does 
not exist, however, all that is required to operate this 
function is to provide a pair of switches which operate 
relays, (available in the se 60) to close contacts 
normally done manually. An external socket is available 
for such a function to be carried out, 
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9.6 DIGITAL COMPUTER CONTROL 
A detailed description of the Argus digital computer and 
its various facilities are described in references 74 - 79 
The following describes how these may be used to integrate 
the Argus computer with Analogue computers to form a 
hybrid computer system. 
Whereas the analogue computers are set up independantly, 
with data determining the dynamic behaviour of the 
mathematical model, the digital computer is required to 
perform the optimisation. Connection of the Argus 
digital computer internal storage units to external 
analogue input and output channels is controlled by a 
programme instruction 'Start DSA' (Start Direct Store Access). 
Similarly, it can be curtailed by the instruction 'Stop DSA'. 
Both input and output voltages vary between 0 to +10V 
and correspond to an integer, one hundred times the 
voltage. Alternatively, there exist Argus library 
routines to interpret these integers as fractions of 1000, 
or floating point numbers. 
The optimisation parameters controlled automatically in 
the dynamic model, are damping, spring curve stiffness 
and undercarriage friction. The way in which the dynamic 
model is controlled,is by transmitting coefficients 
corresponding to these variables, and multiplying these 
terms in the dynamic model. Thus in figure 193 showing 
an analogue computer flow diagram of the nose undercarriage 
terminal (To4) is the optimisation parameter k 04, It is fed 
through amplifier B~hto multiply the undercarriage damping 
term. Similar techniques are used with other terms, 
and a list is given in table XXVIII. 
Thus the optimisation terms k for any given run can be 
viewed as varying between o, and 1.0 appropriately scaled 
on eachro~puter. This formulation is particularly use-
ful in that it is ideally suited for programming in ASTRAL, 
and makes best use of the digital computing speed. 
The cost function is read in two parts from the A/D 
input channels. The 'Ride' component of the cost 
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function being completely generated within the analogue 
computer, and its output read at the end of a runway 
transverse. Thefatigue damage is compiled from the 
stress variations at different parts of the structure 
and hence computed from the modal coordinate variations. 
In order to compute this function, the stress for a 
given point is monitored by the digital computer and the 
number and range of stress cycles deduced, from which the 
fatigue damage is calculated•Figures 206-210 give a program 
in ASTRAL code suitable for computing cyclic stress 
variation,and their corresponding flow diagrams figures 211 & 212 
The role of the DSA instruction therefore is to connect 
input and output data directly to the internal storage 
of the digital computer. One of the output channels can 
therefore by used as a control line to activate external 
equipment and is described in sections 9.3 to 9.5. 
The essential features enabling the Argus to be used as 
the controlling element in a hybrid computer system is 
its interrupt facility. This provides for the interruption 
of a sequence of program instructions from either external 
of internal sources. The external source is connected 
to register 10025, along which a single pulse {bit) may 
be sent, termed an interrupt demand. Alternatively an 
internal computer clock which cycles at 10Hz, or 1 Hz 
can be used to generate regular interrupt signals. On 
receiving an interrupt demand signal the computer. 
i) Completes the current order in the order register 
ii) Stores the address of the next order to be 
obeyed in register 10010. 
iii) Obeys the instruction contained in the register 
10020. 
Commencement, or suspension of the Argus to interrupt 
is controlled by program instructions. These start the 
internal clock, 'clear lockout•, or inhibit it,'set lockout' 
respectively. A further instruction clearing the 
interrupt demand register 'Clear Int Reg' is available 
which is useful for initialising this data line. 
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A flow diagram showing the behaviour of the computer 
using the interrupt facility is given in figure213. 
By storing the contents of registers 10010, and 10020 
and restoring them at appropriate stages in the computation 
it is possible to nest the levels of interrupt. The 
Accumulators are stored, and restored at each level to 
provide continuity of computation. The ability to incur 
an interrupt from both internal, and external sources 
enables the formulation of a closed loop interactive system. 
However, were this implemented in this application it 
would require controls being set in more than 
and thus could lead to errors through lack of 
and management. It is therefore simpler and 
one computer 
organisation, 
more reliable 
to control the system, in an open loop manner directly from 
the digital computer. Thus figure 214 shows a single 
interrupt level in which the free running programme is 
the stress monitoring routine. When an interrupt occurs, 
the duration of the computation is checked against that 
defined in the digital input data, and a return to the 
stress loop occurs if this is not satisfied: otherwise 
the reset signal occurs, the cost function compiled, and 
a return is made to the optimisation routine. 
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9.7 OPTIMLSATION PROCESSES 
Currently available for the Argus computer is a Nelder 
and Mead simplex Routine, written in Autocode, suitable 
for 6 variables. This can be used directly but suffers 
the disadvantage of a very slow interpretation of the 
coding because of the floating point arithmetic. 
Appendix 8 shows a listing of Argus autocode instructions 
employing the Nelder and Mead simplex technique for the 
determination of the optimal undercarriage characteristics, 
flow diagrams defining the operation of the digital programme 
and the allocation of stores variables. 
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,10. CONCLUSIONS 
The optimisation of undercarriage suspension parameters to 
minimise runway induced vibration has been formulated in its 
most general form. This includes a cost function comprising 
components of passenger ride, fatigue, and maximum stress, and 
equations of motion describing the three dimensional dynamic 
behaviour of the aircraft. 
The equations of motion include all gyroscopic, and coriolis 
terms, large angular rotations, and a complete description of 
undercarriage geometry, and its nonlinearities. An under-
carriage was assumed to include a "bogie" on which any number 
of wheels were joined. Using the results of a three dimen-
sional landing case it has been shown that many simplifications 
to the dynamic equations are justified. These are 
(a) elimination of coriol is, and gyroscopic terms. 
(b) elimination of modal cross coupling, resulting from 
assuming large angular rotations. For taxi, it is 
sufficient to assume small angular rotations. In 
the landing problem, however, this may be modified 
to assuming large angular rotations but eliminating 
all second order terms. 
(c) Elimination of the wheel angular acceleration during 
taxi, although this is important in the landing 
problem in which the transient effects of wheel spin 
up are produced. 
(d) Change in the aircaft moments of inertia resulting 
from variation in undercarriage axial position, for 
large aircraft is small,2.•3%,and may be neglected. 
Thus the problem can be reduced to one of small perturbations 
but retaining the non-linearity of the shock absorbing element. 
As such the complicating effects of the undercarriage geometry 
can be significantly simplified. 
A suite of digital computer programmes of varying complexity 
solving the aircraft landing, and taxi response are contained 
in Appendix 7. These solve (i) the most general three 
dimensional taxi problem including all non linearities, under-
carriage geometry, and ground forces. (ii) Three dimensional 
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small perturbation simplified undercarriage geometry plus bogie. 
(iii) Two dimensional symmetric, small perturbation, and simple 
single wheel undercarriage, (iv) Optimisation based on (iii). 
In all cases the time required to compute the deterministic 
behaviour of aircraft during taxi is suff~ciently large to 
render their use in an optimisation procedure by a wholly 
digital procedure impractical. Notwithstanding this,the 
simplest two dimensional symmetric taxi programme, within an 
optimisation procedure is presented in Appendix 7.4. The most 
significant factor is the numerical integration of the differ-
ential equations of motion in which the effect of friction/ 
sticktion play a significant role, forcing the integration 
interval to a small value. 
If the above simplifying assumptions are incorporated then 
Section 9 showed that the problem may be solved by a hybrid 
computer. In this the equations of motion are solved on the 
analogue computer, and the overall control and optimisation 
procedure sited in the digital computer. 
Thus the computing time to solve the equations of motion is 
significantly reduced and overall times for the optimisation 
solution become more tractable. Essential elements of such 
a system have been described, and an example presented 
(reference Section 9, and Appendix 8 respective! y). 
Limiting the problem to the two dimensional symmetric case is 
shown in Section (.:)to be compatible with ride criteria. 
However, if structural damage is also included in the cost 
function then this simplification may not be valid as effects 
of anti-symmetric motion may be significant. 
Using the two dimensional symmetric digital computer programme 
it is shown that a large increase in undercarriage damping can 
minimise pitch, vertical translatory acceleration, and vertical 
reaction response, however the minima do not coincide and 
compromise or choice is required. In general the aircraft 
and its suspension is currently very much an underdamped system. 
Results obtained from deterministic taxi studies confirm con-
clusions elsewhere, that discrete runway roughness produces 
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noticeable variations in aircraft response. Exam1ning 
exceedance data, a dual distribution could be formulated, 
one for general runway roughness and the other for isolated 
disturbances. 
The analysis of the forces acting on a wheel for all states of 
rolling, through partial rolling and sliding to complete sliding 
was developed from references and a digital computer subroutine 
developed to compute these values. 
The analytical formulation of the problem has been based on a 
matrix approach. This is convenient •~ this problem, in that 
variables could first be grouped and then subsequently treated 
in a systematic manner. (Appendix 4 was developed for this 
reason). The technique lends itself directly to modular 
computer programming in that the bulk of the routines are 
reduced to matrix calls. This technique has since been used 
successfully in analysing the dynamic behaviour of a spinning 
and nutating spacecraft in which any number of hinged flexible 
booms were freely deployed. (Reference "The Dynamic Analysis 
of Flexible Boom Deployment for the I.S.E.E.B. Satelli·te". 
Author J. Reynolds 1977). 
11. RCCOt1MENDATIONS 
The solution ~the deterministic optimisation of aircraft 
suspension parameters, to minimise runway induced vibration, 
subject to satisfying the constraints of other necessary man-
oeuvres, should be completed on a hybrid computer. 
The work contained in this report is somewhat restrictive in 
that it has considered the variation of passive elements, e.g. 
stiffness, damping, etc., as a means of minimising vibration. 
This should be expanded to explore the relevance of an active 
control system. The proposed approach would be first to 
examine a linear system, using optimal control theory as a 
means of suggesting control laws required in a suspension unit, 
second to introduce the practical non linearities of the overall 
system and use the above deterministic method to obtain final 
design values. 
•-------------------------------------~-~1L2~~~=----------
v~ereas this report defines a wholly theoretical approach it 
is necessary to relate the deterministic solution to practical 
results. Thus individual elements in the mathematical model 
should be validated by test. For example, vibration tests on 
the shock absorber, throughout the likely amplitude, and fre-
quency spectrum, to determine its dynamic behaviour, also 
similar tests on the aircraft structure to validate modal and 
structural damping data, finally quasi-static tests on a tyre 
to determine its stiffness and yawed rolling characteristics 
are recommended; followed by taxi tests over known surfaces 
and discrete disturbances. These results may then be corre-
lated with analytic solutions using ••test derived'' aircraft 
and undercarriage data. Thus the accuracy of the dynamic 
models can be established. A sensitivity study of under-
carriage parameters on both predicted vibration test, and taxi 
test behaviour would also establish the validity of the mathe-
matic models. 
Finally the mathematical models should be extended to study 
soft field taxi problem. In this case mathematical models 
of the tyre/ground interactive behaviour need to be established 
and validated. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Unless stated otherwise within the text, the following is a 
list of the symbols used, and their meaning 
(i) Reference axes and corresponding vectors 
U Undercarriage telescopic member reference axes 
and co-ordinates (u, v, w) 
X Inertial (or earth) reference axes and co-ordinates 
(X, Y, Z) 
Aircraft rigid body axes and reference 
co-ordinates (x, y, z) 
'l:b Undercarriage bogie axes, <nd reference 
co-ordinates (xb yb zb) 
X~ Co-ordinates of a point in the ground surface relative 
to the wheel axes co-ordinates x • 
w 
Xw Undercarriage wheel axes 
(ii) Rotation of the axis systems, and corresponding 
direction cosine matrices. 
Without exception rotations are applied in the order 
03 , 02 , 01 , about the successive axes z, y, x to 
bring about coincedence of related axis pairs. 
Fig. 1 demonstrates this system. 
~ Vector of rotations <01 , 02 , 03 > connecting the 
axes X and x 
J I J Direction cosine matrices corresponding to the 
I' '\:1 ! 
rotations 01 , 02 , 0 3 respectively 
L Direction cosine matrix [1,/~f,1 relating air-
craft rigid body and earth reference axes 
0(~"' Vector of rotations t ()(\•, f'\-, '/.1.} due to the under-
carriage constraint displacements, and the air-
craft modal displacement. 
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9~ Undercarriage torque link constraint displacement 
l~ Direction cosine matrix corresponding to the 
rotations o<"\"- and 0'\t 
1~ Direction cosine matrix relating the undercarriage 
axes u to the aircraft rigid body axes x 
()('le Vector of rotations l~.,~'\'' Y1.}at the aircraft 
thrust point due to the aircraft modal displace-
ment 
,l'\e Direction cosine matrix corresponding to ""''\'" 
Rotation of an undercarriage bogie relative to 
the undercarriage 
~6 Direction cosine matrix corresponding to ~6 
L~. Direction cosines of the bogie axes Xb relative 
to the earth axes X 
6w~ Rotation of the reference axes X, about Z to 
obtain coincidence with wheel plane axes 
Direction cosine matrix corresponding to A~~ 
Rotation of the reference axes X about Y to obtain 
coincedence with the wheel plane axes 
Direction cosine matrix corresponding to c("'"' 
Rotation of a wheel relative its adjacent axis 
system ie a bogie, or an undercarriage 
Direction cos1ne matrix corresponding to gw 
Direction cosines of the wheel axes X~w relative 
to the earth axes X 
~ The yaw angle of the Kth wheel tyre 
iii) Angular Velocities and vectors 
Q Angular veloc1ty vector of the aircraft rigid 
body axes 
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wo<b 
A0 CISJ 
(t~) 
A, (~l 
Angular velocity vector of the bogie relative to 
the undercarr~age. 
Angular velocity vector of the bogie relative to earth. 
Angular velocity vector of the undercarriage axes 
due to the constraint, and aircraft mode motion 
Angular velocity vector of a wheel relative to 
its adjacent element· 
Angular velocity vector of a wheel relative to 
earth 
Angular velocity vector 1fw .X.wt< , - - l of the C0~~t>.~K, WzwJ... 
Kth wheel in the ground plane axes and correspond-
ing to the theoretical centre of tyre contact. 
Inertia matrix having elements functions of ~ 
Inertia matrix having elements functions of ~ 
Inertia matrix having elements functions of ~ 
~, co-ordinates of the undercarriage telescopic 
B.ct;t,~) 
I • ~·(1 .~) 
e. c~.~l 
b 
c· J 
member axes from the wheel hub centre, or bogie 
pivot 
Damping matrix having elements functions of • ~'~ 
Damping matrix having elements functions of S, ~ 
• Damping matrix having elements functions of ~ ,§ 
diameter of the tyre toroid 
Stiffness matrix operator,dependant on § 
Stiffness matrix operator,dependant on 1 
Stiffness matrix operator,dependant on ~ 
nx1 functional vector relating the stress at a 
pointj in the aircraft to the generalised displace-
ments q. 
eT Tyre Tractive centre of pressure coefficient 
c5 Tyre lateral centre of pressure coefficient 
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.,. 
D 3 x n matrix of distributed functions,defining 
the alrcraft flexural free free modal displacements: 
sufflx e refers to the aircraft thrust points 
L refers to the undercarriage lower bearing 
T refers to the undercarriage top bearing 
~ refers to the modal rotation about the 
undercarriage axial centreline. 
dj fatigue damage at point j in the aircraft 
E 3 x n matrix defining the rotatlon of the under-
carriage axes ~. due to the aircraft modal rotations 
The inplane tyre force due to a displacement ~k 
Undercarriage static force deflection (jw) character-
istic (Lth undercarriage). 
~ Vector of all constraint forces 
~tC~w,A"') The damping function of the ith undercarriage 
E The axial friction of the ith undercarriage l'"t 
~i sum of the axial friction and damping forces in 
the ith undercarrlage 
F.",k Normal force between the tyre and ground of the 
Kth wheel 
~ Net side force acting in the ground plane on the 1sn: 
Kth wheel 
~Fk Net tractive (fore and aft) force acting in the 
ground plane of the Kth wheel 
FmSFk Vector of moments 1 ~="ms<'k, f,Fk , 1:-M nk 1 acting 
on the kth tyre, at the theoretical centre of tyre 
contact. These moments correspond to the proceed-
ing forces. 
r Vector of forces acting at the kth wheel hub, in 2::ok 
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the directions of the wheel plane axes xwk 
Vector of Moments acting at the kth wheel hub in 
the directions of the wheel plane axes ~w~ 
~/4J~,F,k) The moment acting on a tyre in the ground plane 
due to its yavling angle '1)k , and vertical force F,;k 
- the aligning moment. 
funct1on describing the ground surface 
the gravitational constant 
A penalty function 
height of torque link apex above the origin of the 
ith undercarriage 
IF cost function for aircraft fatique 
Ims cost function for aircraft maximum stress 
lR cost function for aircraft ride response 
J 
k ~xk 
Rotational inertia matrix 
suffix A - that of the aircraft 
suffix T - the undercarriage 
suffix bj - jth bogie beam 
suffix \'/K - kth wheel 
Fore and aft tyre stiffness of the Kth wheel 
Lateral tyre stiffness of the Kth wheel 
Vertical tyre stiffness 
Hysteresis fraction of the axial static force in 
the ith undercarriage 
ks Ratio between st1ction and sliding friction 
M(l Mass of an element in the system 
suffix A represents the aircraft 
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suffix bj the jth bogie 
suffix T the ~th telescopic member 
r. M Diagonal matr~x of generalised masses consistent bj 
with the free free flexural modes 
Diagonal matrix representing the damping of the 
aircraft flexural modes 
Diagonal generalised stiffness matr~x ot the air-
craft flexural modes 
Diagonal generalised stiffness matrix of the under-
carriage flexural modes 
Distance between the bearings ot the ith under-
carriage when it is fully extended 
NC4l/.k) The lateral force acting at the tyre due to its 
ya11ing angle ..V, and vert~cal load F nk 
N~ Number of stress reversals at stresso~to cause 
failure 
Number of m~ssions of length tf seconds 
The normal vector to the surface of the aircraft 
at point i 
- ·~·- ---~.~-----
~Jl) The total cost function 
~c Distance between the upper bearing and the origin 
of the ith undercarriage telescopic member 
h Pressure at a point i on the surface of the ;r,,; 
aircraft 
Vector of generalised forces 
Vector of generalised forces 
Vector of generalised forces 
Vector of the aircraft generalised modal displace-
ments. 
1< Vector of all constraint displacements 
constraint displacements at the undercarriage 
lower and top bearings. A suffix i 
is appended to indicate the ith undercarriage 
a vector abreviation of 
a vector abreviation of 
[ q.,. 1 q;.v J 
/ "j.n,, '1-rv] 
a vector of undercarriage modal displacements 
___ _1_'\-~• '-'\"-1-J ·. ·.:. ~: J '\•• J.'\':t. :: .: ,_ ~w· _ \ _ ---~--------
R~ 3 x 3 matrix relating the vector of angular 
s 
s 
"' 
T 
0 
velocities~ to the corresponding angular velocJ.ty 
vectorc:D
1
its elements are ±unctions of the varJ.ables rp 
the feasible region of solution of the vector JL 
radius of the torque lJ.nk from the undercarriage 
axial centrelJ.ne 
free radius of the tyre equator 
The inplane tyre 'slip' 
-~-----
The value of S at which /Cs) is a maximum. 
suffix k added to this symbol indicates 
the kth wheel 
The kinetic energy 
suffix A represents the aircraft 
T represents the ith undercarriage 
bj represents the 
.th bogie J 
w~:. represents the kth wheel 
The undercarriage constraint forces at the lower 
(suffix L) and top (suffix T) bearings. 
The additional suffix u, and v refer to the 
directions u, and v of the undercarriage axes. 
The constraint force acting at the apex of the 
torque l_ink 
T ('>1
1 
~) The bogie damping torque 
' 
'\ 
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T«1.(blb.) The jth bogie static torque deflection character-Pj J 
is tic 
r1 The time of a taxi mission 
U The strain energy, the suffix system corresponds 
to that of the kinetic energy. 
\1 The potential energy, the suffix system corresponds 
to that of the kinetic energy 
Yw~ The velocity vector of the kth wheel in the direc-
tions of the ground plane axes. Use of the suffix 
xwk, or ywk indicates the velocity associated 
with the x, or y axes. 
Vc,'i'. The velocity vector t YqXW< s,y.,,_
1 
1 ::>f the theoretical 
centre of tyre contact of the kth wheel over the 
ground plane. 
V~ The velocity of sliding of the kth tyre over the 
f \{C,>.wk) 
l Vr...y,k 
Wu-,':J·~) 
ground plane 
Vector components of the velocity of sliding of the 
kth tyre over the ground plane 
A distributed we~ghting function for the import-
ance of "ride" response in an aircraft 
\..JF A weighting coefficient for the aircraft fatique 
performance index 
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~ A weighting coefficient for the maximum stress 0\S 
performance index 
W~ A weighting coefficient for the importance of the 
ride performance index 
X-b, Co-ordinates of an undercarriage bogie relative 
~ 
to the bogie axes 
x ... , The displacement vector of the i th undercarriage 
lower bearing relative.to the aircraft rigid 
body axes 
XTi The displacement vector of the ith undercarriage 
top bearing relative to the aircraft rigid body axes 
Xbw Position a bogie wheel relative to the bogie axes 
X~ The ride response vector of a point j in the air-
J 
craft rigid body axes 
Z Vertical component of the ground surface coordin-,, 
ates relative to the earth axes 
Zaw Vertical component of an undercarriage wheel hub 
coordinates 
11 
A transform of the vertical acceleration Z 
denoting the ride response 
~~ The angle of the aircraft thrust vector relative 
to the aircraft r1gid body axes 
Human tolerance to vibration 
Relative displacement between the undercarriage 
bearings 
St Radial tyre displacement 
St differential element in time t 
~W differential element of work - the virtual work -
Note the suffix system A, T, bj' wk as in the case 
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of the kinetic energy also applies. In addition 
suffix e represents that of the thrust and Ci that 
of the constraint forces 
3 x (2n + 1) matrix of distributed functions 
representing the modal displacement of the sliding 
member. Note only one axial mode is assumed. 
~ f. t'. components of f . 
.. ,l,,J,.J J 
The number of reversals at stress ~ 
the torque link rotational constraint displacement. 
Vector of optimisation parameters. 
the lateral tyre displacements of the ''theoretical 
centre of contact" relative to the wheel plane axes. 
A damping coefficient dependent upon undercarriage 
axial displacement. 
j'iC s) Coefficient of friction between the ground and a 
tyre. 
a conditional constant \.0, or 0.0 
§ a generalised vector 
f distributed density function 
~ stress at a point 
!& (_zJJl) Human vibration tolerance function 
~ A matrix form of a vector product viz 
\li(JJ.) A contour of 4.< 
Jt circular frequency 
·~ wD frequency of an aircraft generalised mode 
~~ frequency of an undercarriage generalised mode 
'C.) A matrix form of a vector cross product viz + ~ X c.0 
A dot notation is used for differentiation with respect to 
the time variable t where practical. 
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fc ) clv indicates integration over the Volume 
V J{ } dA indicates integration over surface area 
A 
For matrices a superfix 
T indicates the transpose matrix 
' -{ indicates the inverse matrix 
Suffixes i are used to indicate a point or the ith 
undercarriage 
j are used to indicate a point of the jth 
bogie 
k are used to indicate a point of the kth 
wheel 
Other suffix notation is contained in the preceeding nomen-
clature. In general a variable is often used as a suffix, 
eg. as for the direction cosines, to indicate connection of 
a matrix form and a system variable. 
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M J mode % f RIGID BODY PITCH 
w f 
1.0 0.04 7.78 7.09 0.00506 
12.2 7.267 0.004 
22.e 7.434 0.003!36 
1.18 0.04 7.7e 6.99 0.00532 
12.2 7.214 0.0052 
22.8 7.434 0.00386 
1.272 0.12 7.78 6.953 0.01618 
12.2 7.194 0.0159 
22.8 7.446 0.0144 
1.454 0.12 7.78 &.84 0.0167 
12.2 7.12 0.01685 
22.e 7.447 0.0144 
' I 
I 
TABLE I 
RIGID BODY TRANSLATION 
w t 
11.38 0.0076 
11.U74 0 .00!309 
10.71 0.01 
10.579 0.00545 
10.401 0.00578 
10.00 0.00~48 
10.51 0.01385 
10.124 0.0152 
9.685 0.0235 
10.06 0.01 
9.633 0.0114 
9.125 0.0205 
I ~ J. ' . ~ 
-~--· 
Transfer of the aircraft 
damping from ten flexural 
modes to the rigid body 
modes; for an "S.S.T" 
~ radians/sec 
~ damping coefficient 
M Variation in total aircraft 
rigid body mass for · 
aircraft A. 
--------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHANGE IN DAMPING DUE TO TRANSFER TO A/C RIGID BODY MOTIONS 
M = 1.18 .f = 0.04 % £.. = 12.2 
CA.) 146.885 109.9 62.06 I 57.08 I 48.l:l9 40.29 35.1 28.12 19.00 16.6 
j .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 .0399 .0393 .0363 .0332 
M = 1.4 I = 0.12 % ~ = 12.2 
(..:> 145.94 109.2 61.66 56.71 48. 5·1 40.0 34.93 27.92 19.00 16.4 
) .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .119 .112 .1035 
w = radians/sec 
5 = damping coefficient 
TABLE II 
Comparison of Digital and Hybrid Computer 
Methods of solution 
Digital Computer 
Computer programme written in 
a high level language (Fortran 
IV) prov1des for a device 
independent solution. 
Modern Computers would easily 
provide sufficient capacity 
for a general programme. 
The programme once proved is 
immediately available. 
The volume of computation 
particularly for the solution 
of the dynamics will be much 
slower than the analogue 
computer. 
Non linearity does not produce 
any difficulties 1n computa-
tion or machine capacity. 
Hybrid Computer 
Computer programme and analogue 
patching limited to computer or 
configuration types. 
The storage capacity of the 
digital would be more than 
adequate for the optimisation 
rout1nes however the analogue 
equipment will probably limit 
the size of the dynamic problem. 
The analogue section will 
require setting up and checking, 
unless the computer is provided 
with servo setting potentia-
meters and function generators. 
Solution of the dynamics will 
be at most ten times the "real 
time" process and much faster 
than the digital computer. 
Non linearity of the inertia 
matrix will require special 
techniques and large amount of 
Computing equipment. 
TABLE III 
Computation Time 
Compiler Problem Configuration "mill" ' Computing Remarks I 
t~me time Secs/ 
U/C's Bogies Wheels A/C Modes per step step 
General programme # XFAT 3 2 5 12 95.0 43.0 With wheel spin up 
# XFAT 1 
-
1 1 3.456 1.73 Without wheel spin up 
I 
#= XFAT 2 
-
2 8 22.7 11.35 11 11 11 11 
General programme 
. 
but U/C second order if XFAT 3 2 5 12 49.0/70.0 24.5/35 With wheel spin up 
variation due to 
kinetic terms omi tte::l # XFEW mag' tape output 
As above # XFEW 3 2 5 12 21.5 10.75 With wheel spin up 
TABLE IV 
Percentage of Computing time Used by Various 
Sections of the Programme 
Routines 
HFMIR, WOMEGD, vJXot1ED, INTI 55% 
MECHD, MSMULD, VSMULD, MBTRAN 9.5% 
MSMULT, MVMULT 
F4DERY 35.5% 
TABLE V 
Data for Aircraft A - Three-dimensional Taxi cases reference 
Section 8. 3 
g 32.2 
M 7400 slugs 
J = 108 r.1o5 slugs ft 2 
.0105 
.115U 
Modal Data 
~ w D n n 
Slng ft 2 rad/sec ft 
Symmetric Modes 
3 
.2823x10 11.32 .06513 
.1628*10 3 15.85 -.01387 
.2644*10 3 25.3 .021 
.575*10 2 32.7 .7462*10-2 
.1275*10 3 38.5 .1201 
.1737*10 3 45.3 -.2746 
Anti-Symmetric Modes 
.1848*10 4 24.2 o.o 
• 382*10 3 30.8 o.o 
• 773*10 3 34.7 o.o 
.1088*10 5 46.7 o.o 
.2331*10 4 55.5 o.o 
.736*104 77.8 o.o 
D E E 
m n m 
ft rad rad 
.01183 o.o o.o 
-.03983 o.o o.o 
-.06518 o.o o.o 
-.02733 o.o o.o 
.1146 o.o o.o 
-. 61*10-3 o.o o.o 
-.06128 o.o o.o 
-.019 o.o o.o 
.3412*10-2 o.o o.o 
-.0841 o.o o.o 
.0168 o.o o.o 
.1183 o.o o.o 
U = 250.0ft/sec. Aircraft forward velocity at which the 
aerodynamic modal damping becomes 2% critical 
TABLE VI 
Aircraft Aerodynamic Data 
Wing area S 
Wing chord c 
= 
= 
4000ft2 
100ft 
= o. 
= 240 ~~., = o. <!_c,, _, 0 I()~ - •• 
Time of elYator rotation 23.0secs 
Time at end of elevator rotation 24.0secs 
• 
o.o , f= 1.0 
GB = 30.0 , = o.o 
Aircraft Geometry: 
Runway Data: LaGuardia 
Thrust = 72000.0lb 
Note: 
All dimensions in ft 
Symmetry about the zoy 
plane. 
2 Track (see Reference 3). 
Initial Aircraft forward Velocity = 10.0ft/sec. 
TABLE VII 
Main Undercarriage Bogifo Torque/Rotation 
.~_.( --r .. a.d-.). .- .36 
T (<XI>) ( ft lb) •1~4 -0.5 
otb (rad) .129 
T(cx,)(ft lb)•154 -. 285 
Main Undercarriage mass 
Bogy Damping Coefficient 
I bogy = 250 slug ft
2 
Tyre Stiffness 0.62•106 
Nose Undercarriage Force 
qw ft o.o 0.2 
F(q ) 
w 
lb 8100 9800 
qw ft 1.1 1.2 
F(q ) lb 27500 34000 
w 
Nose Undercarriage Mass 
Nose Undercarriage Tyre 
-.11 
• 375 -0 
-.06 
-0.353 
-.01 
-0.3335 
+0.036 +.0824 
- .3155 -.3 
• 175 .2220 .269 • 315 • 5615 
-. 2725 -.261 -.25 -.24 -.226 
= 100.0 Slugs 
= 0.5•10
4 ft lb /(rad/sec> 2 • 
lb/f t 
Def lection Characteristics 
0 .4 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 
11 800 13670 17000 19500 23500 
1. 3 1.4 1.75 
4 1000 52000 77000 
= 28. 26 s ~lA~r· 
Stif fness = .245 x 10 51b/ft 
T ABLE VIII 
Undercarriage Data: 
Undercarriage Ar 'A.vc 'Avo V Fr1 vo 
lb 2 2 sec /ft ft/sec 
Main 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 4000.0 0.08 
Nose 1000.0 1000.0 1000.0 4000.0 0.08 
~Vo 
---- --~. -~=---
1 
. 
Undercarriage damping force 
Main Undercarriage 
Force Deflection Characteristics 
q ft 
w o.o 
34000 
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
q ft 
w 
1.0 
86250 
36300 38600 45500 53250 66000 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.45 
105000 123800 159300 216000 382000 
Undercarriage Friction Force 
• t F;:._ + F,:, . Fc"'w) i '\wit ~w 1 
Note: All the above data are in the lb, ft, sec units 
TABLE: IX 
Fr2 
lb 
o.o 
o.o 
The modal nonlinearities in the equations of motion for the aircraft rigid body rotation and 
modal motion. 
~T T '' M _ L X "' 
~ D ( oo + 't3' 'l")(x.fD'\3 ( d. v 
• 
Assuming the aircraft as a symmetric lamina these become 
TABLE X 
Normalised nonlinear terms to the aircraft inertia, and generalised stiffness 
1. The Assymmetric Landing. 
6 
2. The Three dimensional Taxi run. 
,. T •• 
M-. 1 i. L X 
\ 
-0 0 
TABLE XI 
•see 
Comparison of the Aircraft Gyroscopic 
Torques with Torques resulting from 
the Mean Aircraft Ground Forces. 
Case 
'(,.) Jc.rb.ft. ~r F 
.... lb.ft. 
Asymmetric [ '~T ,. [ "·']'"' Landing 5.2 
29.0 
3.0. l.96 n,. [ '·']' to
4 
Taxi Run so.o 
o.o 
T [ -.042, +0.318, .00821 I~ I max = + 
FT 
mean = 
[o.o, 0.25, 1.0] 90,000 
XT 
= [12. 8' -4.64, 4.0] 
\wl max = [ .06 .06 o.o ] 
FT 
mean = l o.o o.o + 1·0]. 20,000 
the remarks of section 7.1.3. 
TABLE XII 
% Error 
[ 5~51 
['"' j o.o 7 • 
Effect of All undercarriage displacements 
on the aircraft Rotational Inertia 
Matrix 
Data Three dimensional Taxi - Aircraft A. 
l"erms t 'X.-+ o., r;D~ 1.. t{t) f 
-
T I"cl"ci~d. 0•004 ~X+O.L '" ~~,._ fy,:_ 0•02. f•o lner- rw. 0·0 
0•004 
X~cv 0·0~ 0f02.. -:1,- i5 O·~ 0•0 o.o 
0·0~ 
;:fv~l· 1· 0 O·~ 0·0 0•0 
Cross Products, Percentage Contributic 
J 
_])9 < [0• Oi l 
0• o?>3 
o-14-1 
TABLE XIII 
n 
I 
Comparison of Nonlinear Terms from 
Three dimensional Taxi Run. 
Main Undercarriage Terms. 
m = 100.0 Slugs. 
D~ = ~-0.05] ; \wl max = 
max 0. 24 
0.72 1
0.06] ilw""'}\ max 
0.06 
0.0 
= ~-0 • 3 1 q max = 
o. 3 I 
o.o-
5.0 
·c.:sn~ ~[~] ~ ~ [ 0 I Jt.:r.;l:(clv <w'"[ ] m L "'"~. w""'\ C? ~ 
0.042 0.3 1.5 6 0.045 188.7 
0.042 0.3 1.5 0.045 188.7 
0.015 o.o o.o 0.87 88.6 
Mean oscillation of the u/c Vertical force 20,000 lb. Vector = 
l2g000] 
Generalised force vector 
u /c Nonlinear terms Vertical force term % error 
X 189.0 0 ? 
198.0 72000 0.26 
88.5 20,000 0.44 
- '- - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - ---
0 2750 93000 2.95 
2750 258000 1.0 
49.0 o.o ? 
- -- ---- --- -- -- -- -- - - 1- ----
s 9.5 2360.0 0.4 
5.7 796.0 0.7 
20.0 1304.0 1.5 
12.4 547.0 2.26 
20.2 2292.0 0.8 
4.3 12.2 35.0• 
48.7 1225.0 3.9 
64.0 379.8 16.9• 
37.0 68.4 54.0• 
80.4 1682.0 4.7 
18.5 336.0 5.5 
109 2365.0 4.6 
TABLE XIV 
Effect on maximum A/C Vertical acceleration of the terms • 
assuming resonance of the aircraft modes. 
2 r 12.2 0006 64.o x .o19 2x0.02l173.7+. + 382 
68. 4 X • 00 34 I 
+ 773 J 
= 
u @ the main /c. 
Compare with average calculated value of 
0.25g = 8.05 ft; t sec. 
r 12.2 50 l173.7 • 0.247 + 0 + 0 } 
= 
2 u 0.87 ft/sec @ the Nose ;c. 
Compare with average calculated value of 
0.25g = 8.05 ft; 2 sec 
Maximum Estimated Taxi Errors from Nonlinear Terms. 
u/c Maximum Estimated 
Error %. 
Main u;c 2.2 
Nose 11 
TABLE XV 
Aircraft, and Undercarriage data for the single degree of 
freedom system reference section 8.1 and figures 22- 30. 
inclusive. 
g 32.2 
3840 slugs Also see values on figures 22-31 
' eo (not applicable for this analysis) 
0 
1 
0.1 , Undercarriage Friction~F(qw)= Fr 
a ~ 
u ~ 
J 0 
1 I the unit matrix 
f'l 7.0 ft 
m 3.5 ft 
MSC 102.0 slugs 
Undercarriage damping 
Undercarriage force deflection F(qw) 
-
see fig.24 
Undercarriage Tyre force deflection R( ) see fig.23 
• • Initial conditions z = -10.0ft/sec, qw = 0 
z 
"" 
0 qw = 0 
TABLE XVI 
Data for Aircraft B. Two Dimensional Symmetric Cases 
ref. Section 8.4 
g = 386.4 
!vi = 78.\ 1107000 
Symmetric Modal Data 
~ Wo ])" 'D.., 
5.492 9.63 -.001962 .0256 
7.896 12.04 -.08553 .04394 
4.172 17.19 .06627 -.006822 
4.166 27.06 .003683 .04304 
5.966 28.34 .03037 -.01879 
7.334 32.67 .05709 -.06747 
6.146 38.69 -.04439 • 05329 
4.934 44.25 -.002729 .01294 
3.078 48.07 -.01863 -.002625 
12860 51.51 -.005917 -.004633 
-u 3000 in/sec 
s = 7400 in
2 c. = 127.0 in 
C.,= .135 ac.t oo< = 3.71 ac..;a~ = 
Coo= .0792 <>C../() o( = 0.413 ()c.~;<>!'> = 
c .. ,o- .0427 oC.../a~ = -o. 705 oC.w.I'Of = 
Time of Elevator Rotation 11.5 secs 
Time at End of Elevator Rotation 13.5 secs 
• f· = o. 0 f = -0.5 
<lC,o /<)z = 0.04 ';)C•/az = 0. 57 3 <~c •• /oz = 
<lC ..... /az = -3.11 de..rl(-z. = 0.63 h., = 83.5 
~£, = 335.0 
-(" = 0.11 Thrust 
Runway Data: Sanfrancisco 
TABLE XVII 
0.0836 de.~= 0 
o.o CX:..,fo~ = 0 
1.37 ac..yo~= 0 
-.095 'de.f/az. = -.1146 
= 17500 lb 
Pndercarria,ge .. VC VC V ,, n <'l. 
lb 2;-sec ~n in/sec lb 
Main 45.0 45.0 2.8 25.0 0.08 o. 0 
Nose 1 .25 11.25 7.0 33.0 0.08 o. 0 
A 
t 
Avc 
--~---
~ .. 
. 
I 
I 1w \lvc 
Undercarriage damping force A ~w I 1w I 
Main Undercarriage force deflection 
qw(in) o.o 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 9.0 
f(qw)(lb) 4000 6000 9000 16000 20500 21500 
qw(in) 10 12 14 16 18 19 
F(q )(lb) 
w 
23400 28000 35000 51000 75000 100000 
Undercarriage Friction Force 
( F;.z. -t Fn . ~(~.-"') ) 
. 
'\" 11 ~ .. I 
Main Undercarriage Mass 1.31 ; Tyre Stiffness 14000 lb/i n 
TABLE XVIII 
Nose Undercarriage Force Deflection 
q (in) 
w 
o.o 
F(qw)(lb) 500 
F(q )(lb) 3530 
w 
1.33 2.67 
535 635 
9.3 10.6 
3940 6000 
Nose Undercarriage Friction Force 
Nose Undercarriage Mass 0.4 
Tyre Stiffness 5000lb/in 
Aircraft Geometry 
4.5 
800 
11.35 
7000 
2'}·6' tn __ _., '-1-·o_'---, 
""' 
Note: All dimensions in lb in sec units. 
TABLE: XIX 
5.85 6.68 
1130 1670 
12.1 13 
9000 14000 
For the two dimensional symmetric results of Aircraft B 
the aerodynamic forces and moment were given by the following 
expressions 
~< = ~ - 4• 8 ( Z/ (jl':, - GtH ) 
L = ~ ( s ~... ~ cLb + ';)_c ... <>< + 'ds.. . B .... <l~ . r. 
'a"'- ()~ l ep ,-
+ G.< ( ()~._o + 'UC'-"' , o< ) J 
'O"l. ()Z. 
M.-
Where ~ is the ground effect term. 
(. 
TABLE XX 
Deviations of Exceedance Data 
for Nonlinear Undercarriage Damping 
Runway f MD MD RB' (MD~<><>) Factor 
Oz.~ 5( 10) 1.396(2.02) 0.77675 0.475 
o;t .. 5( 10) 1.24 ( 1. 75) 0.51835 0.3976 
oRi>-1 5(10) 5.76 (9.029) 6.069 7.29 
Runwa:,t - San Francisco 
TABLE XXI 
Deviations of Exceedance Data 
for Linear Undercarriage Damping 
')... h"'"'' 1 2.5 5 12.5 20.0 35 50 
-, . ' 75) 
aj,., Cgl .2236 0.097 0.166 0.222 0.272 0.327 0.44 
(. 976) 
0in (g) • 7039 o. 72 0.45 0.320 0.4 0.545 0.60 
( 7. 29) c: _, 
f:n\1!-IO 5.465 5.038 4.49 5.78 7.64 10.72 11.6 
I~ 1" 7.5 5.7 4.0 2.0 2.125 2.75 
Runway - San Francisco X 5 
Note: The vaues bracketed are those from the rigid body 
case of Table XXI. 
TABLE XXII 
Equipment List for S.C. 60. 
Integrators 20 ) 4 inputs, ga1n 1, 10, 100 
Summers 20 ) 2 inputs gain 10 
16 2 input 
Servo Multipliers 4 
Electronic Mult1pliers 4 
General Purpose 
function generators 2 
Potentiometers 60 
Relays 8 
D.P.D.T. Switches 8 
Waveform generator 1 
D.V.M. 1 
Equipment list for E.A.L. 48. 
Integrators 18 
Summers 18 
Inverters 8 
Electron1c Multipliers 4 
General Purpose 
Function Generators '4 
Potentiometers 60 
D.V.M. 1 
TABLE: XXIII 
Analogue Computer 
Input Channels Output Channels 
Function Type No Function I Type No 
Optim1Sation Ophm1sation 
Parameters Cost Funchon I 
I 
D/A 2 Ride Cost Funchon AID 1 
.. 2 Stress A/D 
.. 2 
.. 2 
Control I .. 1 
* Runway data D/A 2 
or 
Distance along R/W Mag Pen Recorder 1 
Tape 
D/A 
I 
I 
1 Number of 
I Channels available DA 10 A/D 10 
TABLE XXIV 
Digital Computer 
I Input Channels Output Channels 
' I IFunction I Type No Funct1.on ;Type No I I 
i ' ' i I Optlmisation ' Optimisation I 
i 
I 
I I I Cost Funchons I Parameters 
' i I I 1. R1de function A/D 1 D/A 2 I 
I I I I .. 2 I I i I ' 2. Stress .. 2 
' 
! 
I I I " 2 
I 
I 
I Control .. 1 i 
I * Runway .. 2 I I 
: I . I 
' Input Data i Paper Resu~ts Data Output L1ne 1 
i tape Distance along R/1~ pr1nter 1 
I Data Channels 
l 
I 
A/D 10 I D/A 1Q I Available i 
* Note if Magnetic Tape is used for the runway data then 2 - D/A are unnecessary. 
TABLE XXV 
! 
' Store all points and 1nterpolate 
I 
Store all points and output Preprocess points for 
for position and output. data at nearest point a given run and output 
selected points at equal 
1ntervals in time. 
Estimated Storage Space 3125 3125 I 33000 
Co""f~ 1-Jorc:(s. 
25 sec r/w traverse at 0.3g 
acceleration - 2 r/w's 
' 
Accuracy Dig1tal solution selects points Max sudden 1nput 
at .00025 sec intervals - 0.25 ft 
I San francisco 
Timing 3.5 milisecs/ pt ! 60 milli 0.75 mill1 secs/pt 0.75 milli secs/pt. 
Astral 
I, 
secs/pt 
I Auto code 
TABLE XXVI 
Method of Controlling the Analogue s.c. 60 Analogue Computer by the 
Argus Digital Computer. 
1. Set up an ampl1fier with unit gains, as shown below 
2. Sw1tch S.C. 60 computer to repetative operation mode 
3. Energising D/A Channel i with integers 0 causes D/A output 
of 0.0 V and -10.0 V at '00~ Analogue Switched to RESET 
4. Energising D/A channel i w1th integer 1000, causes aD/A output 
of -10 V, and hence O.OV at '00' • Analog•1e Switched to Compute. 
0.1 
+ 100V o-
'00' position on Analogue patchboard 
I 
D/A chadnel i 
I 
I 
I 
L- -- Dip tal integer 0 I o.o <}-
-10.0V + 1000 
TABLE XXVII 
0.0 
-10.0V 
ANALOGUE OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS 
Main u/c Nose u/c Description 
k k3 0 u/c Spring Curve multiplier 
k1 k4 u/c Turbulent Damping " 
k2 ks u/c Linear Damping " 
TABLE XXVIII 
• 
0 
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SUMMATION OF MODAL RESPONSE 
Modal data are summed in the following manner for 
combining with rigid body, undercarriage and ride 
function to compute the overall dynamics 
where i = 1, 2, ....... n 
j 
-
n, m 
k = 1, 2, 3 
d 
s - dl: 
[ J maximum value of the variable used 
for scaling. 
FIGURE 197 
A/D Channel 
The above may be repeated for computation of the stress at any number of poi 
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Subroutine to calculate Solution to Simple Aircraft 
forward Motion 
Routine Solving Forward Motion Timing m/s Decoding. Data 
100)V101 = V106 X V'103 7.6 V100 = t 
• V101 = -V101 2.2 V101 = V f':J.t 
V101 = V101 X V103 7.6 V102 = x At 
V101 = V101 + V105 6.1 V103 = V,A/C Velocit~ 
V101 = V101 x V107 V101 t 7.6 V104 = x,A/C Forward 
Motion 
V102 = V103 X V107 X = V t 7.6 
-n1 1.4 V105 = Thrust/M 
Time 40 millisecs V106 = i C.< CS/M 
V 107= At 
Runge Kutta Routine 
-
4th Order Simpsons Rule 
10) V103 = V83 V103 =V 
V104 = V84 V104 = X 
n1 = 1 Set link in n1 
-
100 Jump to 100 
1) V91 = V101/2 V91 • = f V At = bv12 = ktv /2 
V92 = V102/2 V92 = f X At = bx/2 = k,.; /2 
V103 = V103+V91 V103 = V + Sv12 
V104 = V104 +V92 V104 = X + ox/2 
n1 = 2 Store link 
--
100 Jump to 100 
2) V93 = V101/2 V93 = Sv/2 = kzv /2 
V94 = V102/2 V94 = Sx12 = klx/2 
V103 = V83 + V93 V103 = v. + k~~ /2 
V104 = V84 + V94 V104 = X + k2x/2 0 
n1 = 3 Store Link 
-
100 Jump to 100 
3) V95 = V101 V95 = Sv = k3V 
V96 = V102 V96 = S:x. = k3x 
V103 = V95 + V84 V103 =V + k3V 0 
FIGURE 202 
V104 = V96 + V84 V104 = V + k3x 0 
n1 = 4 Store Link 
--100 Jump to 100 
4) V91 = V91 X 2.0 V91 = k1V 
V92 = V91 X 2.0 V92 = k1X 
V93 = V93 X 4.0 V93 = 2k2V 
V94 = V94 X 4.0 V94 = 2k2x 
V95 = V95 X 2.0 V95 = 2k3V 
V96 = V96 X 2.0 V96 = 2k3x 
V113 = V101 + V95 V113 = k4V + 2k3V 
V114 = V102 + V96 V114 = k4x + 2k3x 
V103 = V91 + V93 V103 = k1V + 2k2V3 
V104 = V92 + V94 V104 = k1x + 2k2x 
V110 = V113 + V103 V110 = k1V + 2k2V + 2k3V + k4y 
. 
V111 = V114 + V104 V111 = k1x + 2k2x + 2k3~ + k4X 
V110 "' V110/6.0 V110 
"' 
1/6 V110 "'AV 
V111 = V111/6.0 V111 = 1/6 V111 = /:l.X 
V83 = V83 + V110 V83 = vo +AV 
V84 = V84 + V111 V84 = x +Ax 
_.n2 Obey R.K.Link 
Total solution·time per step ( 193 + 4 X 40) millisecs 
= 313 millisecs 
Time to compute runway position, interpolate for two 
wheels and transmitt data to magnetic tape (ref. Figure 204) 
is (313 + 2 x 61) millisecs = 435 millisecs. 
FIGURE 203 
J 
Subroutine Interpolate 
Auto Code Instructions for reading and transmitting the 
runway surface 
SR44 
n34 = 1 
._ SR34 
v2 = n35 
v2 = n35/V1 
n1 = V2 
V3 = V( 50 + n1) 
V4 = V(51 + n1) 
V3 = V4/V5 
V4 = FRAC V2 
V3 = V3 X V4 
- V3 
Start the D.S.A.for analog 0/P 
Read S from Channel 1 
v 2 = S·C (V1)is scale factor on S 
n1 = Integral part of V2 
V(3)= H(n1) 
V(4)= AH 
C (VS)= h, V3 = ~H/h 
V(4)= p 
V(3)=AH. p/h 
V3 = V3 + V (50+n1) v3 = H 
n36 = 1 
time 
Send H to analogue Channel 1 
Obey link 
= 61 milli seconds 
FIGURE 204 
Speed of D/A 
11 u A/D 
500 )15 
144/Ts 
Typical sequence of Orders in ASTRAL to transmitt data. S 
11 the distance along the run way is scaled by 2 • 
s = 
$ ANALOGFRAC : 1 
6 STO 5 
6 SRA 13 
6 STO N 
6 LDX 5 
6 SLA 12 
1 LDX N 
2 NDX: 1 H 
1ADC 1+1 
2 ADD: 1 H 
2 SRA 1 
2 MPY X6 
1 SBC 1 + 1 
2 ADD: 1 H 
6 LDX X2 
~ OUTPUT DAC : 1 
Time 
= 
39 x 75 /s 
3460r 
. ' . 
s -Ace 6 
s .-xs 
Scale factor 212 on s. X6 = ns 
C(N) = ns 
S(X6)= S 
Fractional pt of S -x6 
X1 = ns 
X2 = - H(ns) 
X1 = n 5 + 1 
X2 = A H 
X2 = A H/h h = 2.0 
Assumes a length of 2ft spacing 
X2= p.AH/h 
X1 = 
X2 = 
X6 = 
ns 
H(S) 
H(S) 
H(S) -D/A Channel 1 
+ 504r 
FIGURE 205 
Programme to read one stress level from the analogue, and compute 
the number of stress reversals for ten classes of stress range. 
TITLE: ''COMPUTE STRESS REVERSALS" 
WAIT 
DATA: Y1: Y2: Y3: YMAX: YMIN: SIGMA: 
COUNTER: SIGMA (10): NSIGMA (10). 
LOAD AT: • 10110 
START DSA 
0, OUT •17 
~ SETLOOP: I: 2: 10 
1 LDX ZERO 
1 STO NSIGMA - 2 
$ REPEAT: I: 2 
-t ANALOG FRAC: 1 
6 STO Y2 
4; ANALOG FRAC: 1 
6 STO Y2 
7 LDX Y2 
6 LDX Y1 
6 SUB Y2 
6 JLT MAX R1 
5 LDX Y1 
5 STO YMAX 
7 STO YMIN 
FIGURE 206 
_.,... MINR t ANALOG FRAC: 1 
6 STO Y3 X6 
- Y3 
7 SUB Y3 X7 Y2 - Y3 
7 JLT V + 4 
7 LDX Y3 
7 STO Y2 X7 Y3 
0 JZE MINR Y2 = Y3 
X6 = Y3 
-
4 LDX YMIN X7 = Y2 - Y3 
X3 Y1 
4 SUB Y2 
.--- 4 JLT V + 3 
4 LDX Y2 
4 STO YMIN 
.... 4 LDX Y2 
. X4 = Y2, X7 = L.O 
7 LDC V + 2 X6 = Y3 X5·= Y1 
0 JZE STRESS DIFF Link order pair 
go to "Stress 
Diff". 
1 LDX COUNTER 
1 SBC 1 
1 STO COUNTER 
1 JGE MAXR 
Jump to Max R 
0 JZE LAST 
if counter ~ 0 Jump to last. 
FIGURE 207 
MAX R1: 7 STO YMAX On entry Xy = Y2 
5 LDX Y1 X6 = Y1 - Y2 
5 STO YMIN X5 - Y1 
MAXR 1 ANALOG FRAC: 1 I 6 STO Y3 X6 = Y3 
7 SUB Y3 X7 = Y2 - Y3 
~7 JGE V + 4 
7 LDX Y3 
7 STO Y2 
0 JZE MAXR 
~4 LDX YMAX X7 = Y2 - Y3 
X6 • Y3 
4 SUB Y2 
4 JGE V + 3 
4 LDX Y2 
4 STO YMAX 
4 LDX Y2 X4 = Y2 
5 LDX Y1 
7 LDC V + 2 Link order pai 
0 JZE STRESS DIFF Jump to Stress 
Diff 
1 LDX COUNTER 
1 SBC 1 
1 STO COUNTER 
1 JGE MINR 
LAST: 
~ BREAK 
-:t!: END 
FIGURE 208 
On Entry 
Storage 
SUB ROUTINE "STRESS DIFF" 
X7 
X6 = 
X5 = 
X4 = 
SIGMA = 
SIGMA 
NSIGMA 
Y1, Y2, Y3 
Link Order 
Y3 
Y1 
Y2 
computed stress diff 
9 class Boundaries stored in 
the order:-
Zero is assumed the min. 
and values ~ o; are assumed 
in one class. 
10 counters corresponding to the 
above 8 boundaries 
Accumulators used X1, X4, X5, X6, X7 
Exit Y1 = Y2 X4 
Y2 = Y3 X5 
X6 l 
X1 J 
X7 
= • 
= 
• 
Y3 
Y2 
Rubbish 
FIGURE 209 
X7 ~ L,O 
X6 ~ Y3 
X5 Y1 
X4 Y2 
STRESS DIFF 5 SUB X4 
5 JGE V + 3 
1 NLX X5 
5 LDX X1 
5 STO SIGMA 
5 LDX X4 
5 STO Y1 
4 LDX X6 
4 STO Y2 
1 LDX 9 - 1 
r ENTRY 1 6 LDX SIGMAC 
- 1 
6 SUB SIGMA 
6 JGE V + 3 
1 SBC 1 
1 JGE ENTRY 1 
6 LDX NSIGMA - 1 
6 ADC 1 
6 STO NSIGMA 
- 1 
0 JCS X7 
FIGURE 210 
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Typ1cal Interrupt Programme Organisation 
• 
Order n 
- - - ---. -~-
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---
'Nested 
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I 
• 
l 
Free 
Running 
. 
I Program 
I I 
, ~ .... ;
1
-- Interrupt !--[--·--:- -. 
i---- ~::~:~in 
. 
I Obey order 
in 10020 -1- - - -=---:1 
--r 
Interrupt Programm 
'Set Lockout• 
'Set Int t Reg~ • 
store 10010-<:(N) = n 
store all X • s 
Interrogate 
Interrupt 
Source 
a link 1 Set 
Jump to appropriate 
I 
I 
Interrupt' ~r~tine\ ~ 
Return to free Running 
Program 
......_ 
"'-... 
......_ 
"'-... 
"'-... 
" 
" 
Clear 
Clear 
Obey 
Int Reg I I 1, 
Lockout I 1 I, 
I I I I 
I I I 
I 
li~kl 
Restore X's 
Restore 10020 
t r Clear Int -Reg 
Clear Lockout 
"-- - Jump C(N) 
Stctr~. ):).g.A. 
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